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EDITORIAL

THE FUTURE MUST EMBRACE US AND THEM

undoubted importance of the initiative. In
creating Jewish Continuity, the Chief
Rabbi faced up to a fundamental problem
and advanced a bold and imaginative plan
to tackle the problem. Ensuring the survival of Jews and Judaism in the Diaspora
is the key item on today's Jewish agenda
and we must never lose sight of the vision
and courage implicit in his initiative to
tackle the issues head on.
Jewish Continuity is now approaching
its second anniversary as an institution and
it is time to review progress to date and
look to the future.
As the organisation has developed, a
number of philosophical and political issues have surfaced which have to be
addressed if the project is to succeed and
not be dogged by endless squabbling and
internal communal divisions.
Continuity began as a programme of
outreach to the margins of the community,
to those on the point of leaving or in dan-

ger of being lost. But an issue that almost
immediately surfaced was the question as
to whose outreach programme Continuity
is. Is it outreach from one section of the
community or outreach from the community as a whole? There was never any doubt
that any Jew could be the beneficiary of its

programmes but, to repeat a metaphor,
whilst there was no doubt that the soup
kitchen was open to all, there is a continuing question about whether only one kind
of soup is on offer and who `owns' the
soup kitchen. The creation of the Allocations Board has attempted to answer this
question. However, the danger in the long
term is a division between those who drink
the soup and those who are given money to
buy it elsewhere.
At a vital point in the development of
Continuity, a deal was struck with JIA.
This was, at a stroke, a transforming action
since it ensured that Continuity would be
funded by the community at large. It also

transformed the organisation into one of
the major institutions of Anglo-Jewry, with
a budget larger than many of our other
major communal institutions put together.
This, in turn, raised two questions. The
new source of funding repeated the question as to whether the work that Continuity
carries out directly, as opposed to the work
to which it gives grants, adequately reflects the religious diversity of those who

Then came a vital issue of style. Continuity quickly perceived that the margins
are not quite as marginal as one might at
flrst suppose. A disaffected thirty year old
may well be disaffected because of the
inadequacies of his or her earlier Jewish
education, because of the failures of our

youth movements, because no opportunity
was given to spend the year between school
and college in Israel, because student chaplaincy was inadequate or because all too
little is on offer that really meets the needs
of singles and young families. Continuity
saw the connection and was confident in
asserting that all of these areas - education, youth work, gap years, student work,
young families and even the ability to read
Hebrew - all fall within its brief. And it
began to act, ambitiously and assertively,
accordingly. Which takes us to the final
point in this `historical' survey. Given that
the margins are not completely disconnected; given the breadth of the brief that
Continuity has assumed and given the fact
that most disaffected thirty year-olds are
likely to be the children of anxious mem-

bers of one or another of our major
synagogal organisations - it has gradually
dawned that the brief that Continuity has
assumed is not so very different from the
brief that the United Synagogue, RSGB and
ULPS have long thought to be theirs also:
education, youth work, gap years and so on.
Under the leadership of Dr. Michael
Sinclair, Jewish Continuity has accepted
that its brief is even more complicated than
had first appeared. The critical task now is
to continue the reshaping of Jewish Continuity in the light of the various factors that
have emerged during its early deve]opmental stage.
First, it has to be an organisation which
is able to stand alone and work openly with
individuals and organisations across the
entire spectrum of the community, from
the fundamentalists on one wing to the
secularists on the other. And it has to be
able to address them where they are and

present a portrait of Judaism - serve the
kinds of soup best suited to their needs. It
has to have the political independence to

reach out and act on behalf of the whole
community without compromising anyone

be carried out in consultation with whichever organisations are already tackling the

problems and already see the issues as their
responsibility as well. These organisations
may not always be able to collaborate with
each other but there should be no reason
why they cannot collaborate with Jewish
Continuity. That consultation must not,
however, lead to Jewish Continuity being
held back by the inertia of others which
has, in no small way, created the very problens which Jewish Continuity must now
solve.

What the community will then look to
Continuity to provide is as follows. First,

specialist knowledge - of how the problems are being addressed in other parts of
the Jewish world, what succeeds and what
does not and why. Second, genuine expertise in key areas such as education, youth
work, work with students and outreach to
the twenty-one to thirty-five age group.
Third, skills in advising on the management of projects designed to address issues
of Jewish continuity. Fourth, expertise in
evaluation and assessing the best use of
resources. Fifth, flnancial resources to apply direct to collaborative projects. And
sixth, the ability to create and cary on

programmes, to fulfil needs which are not
addressed adequately by other communal
organisations.

What the community desperately needs
is a dynamic organisation that can both act
on its own initiative and, at the same time,
work collaboratively and can offer effective consultancy and the shrewd and timely
application of money.
Finally, given the importance of the sub-

ject matter, the source of funding and
almost any other criteria one cares to name,
Continuity has to be an organisation which
is not only for the community but of the
community and by the community. What it
seeks to do falls little short of social engineering. Not only will it be ineffective
unless the community has a sense of ownership and consent but there is something
that is morally unacceptable about a paternalistic approach however well meaning

and however frustrating all forms of democracy may appear.

proportion of the community's resources
was appropriately spent only at the mar-

political position. In return, each section of
the community must accept that Jewish
Continuity will be fostering and benefiting
other sections with which they may not be
in sympathy and may not approve.
Secondly, it has to become a collaborative organisation. Most certainly it needs
scope to work in areas where no-one else is
working and to fill gaps that become ap-

In short, Jewish Continuity is a visionary initiative of the utmost importance. It
is now vital that Jewish Continuity as an
institution continues its progress towards
being a fully independent, collaborative
organisation which is truly for, of and by
the entire community. The flrst courageous
steps through the minefield of communal
disharmony have already been taken. It is
the community itself which is the greatest
threat to Jewish Continuity's reaching the

gins.

parent. But the majority of its work should

other sidel

provide the funds. The size of the funding
raised questions as to whether such a high
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or placing any individual in an invidious

SAVING WORLD JEWRY FROM SUICHDE
-A BOLD ACTION PLAN
TheWorldUnionforProgressiveJudaismwasfoundedinLondon!n1?26b.ut_nowfiq:.its.hcadycaTf?S,inJfrusa,Ier.__rh_I:_i]t
-;;led-i;-ir;i;i-iniihardaHirsch.TheWorldU;ionunitesProgre§siv_eJ.ew3iplsrael,.N.o.!tha.n.d,SouthA.merica,Australiaand
New Zealand, South Af rica and Europe - both the Ref arm and Liber_al M_o_v_e.ments
in this country are members. Its c'onstituenlts embrace nedrrly I.5 mi_llion Jews and in.o.re.tf tan 1200 synagogues, making tt the
largest organisation Of Jews and synagogues yorld.ride:
Immediately af ter the bienriial Co-nference Of the World Union in. Pari5 e?flier ff tis year, Rabbi Brian Fox
of Sydney, Australia, sent us the following clarion call.

Brian Fox

T

HE CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT

of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism in the past

thirty years has been its centralisation
and work in Israel. Rabbi Richard
Hirsch brought Progressive Jewry
home. The Diaspora has already
derived spiritual energy and sustenance
from Israel. The concept of Sfee/j./af

fJclgo/aft, disappearance of the
Diaspora, has no place in modern
Jewry. Is there a possibility that, with
Israel's security and the Diaspora's
need for new direction and initiative,
the new relationship between Israel and
the Diaspora could spawn new
programmes? For both Israel and the
Diaspora are essential for Jewish
continuity and meaning.
Since the end of the 1940s, Zionist

youth movements around the world
have sent their future leaders to Jerusa-

lem to the Institute for the Training
of Youth Leaders from Abroad,
Machon L'Madrichei Chatz La'aretz.
The A4acfeo# has been responsible for
the "youth leading youth" successstory. World Ive/zer is the latest in an
inspiring list. Thousands of Diaspora

young people have found Jewishness
through Israel and have taken that into
their lives back home. These years
have seen a considerable change in
Progressive Jewish ideology and lifestyle. Rabbinate and laity have been
directly and profoundly affected by
their time in Israel.
But the Diaspora has hit hard times
now, more devoted to building museurns of the past than building Jewish
lives for the future. Against that, a
laboratory of Jewish life is being built
in Israel. We Jews want to live in both
worlds: in Israel and in the Diaspora.
In 1949, speaking to the Eighth International Conference of the World
Union for Progressive Judaism, Rabbi
Dr Leo Baeck, the President said:
"The old soil has today become a
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centre. Jewish life in its totality, the
k/cz/ );j.srcze/, has very rarely been a cir-

cle, that is to say a formation with only
one centre, only one focus of strength.
It has mostly been an ellipse, a formation determined by two foci, two
centres. Nearly always it has been like
that ... In the old days there were the
Northern and Southern realms in Palestine, later Palestine and Babylon,
later the Sephardic and Ashkenazic

phases of culture, later Western Europe and Eastern Europe
and
nowadays, the Western world and the
State of Israel ... Today the two centres
are: the Jewish life in the land of Israel
and the Jewish life in the Western
world."
Today the serious condition of Diaspora Jewry calls for a re-thinking of
Jewish priorities. The World Union for
Progressive Judaism, in concert with
the rest of world Jewry, should build
on the success of Israel experiences
and immediately take five initiatives.
First, it should set up an Institute

for the training of Jewish Teachers
trom A:bro8id, Machon L 'Morei Chutz
La'aretz.
The Jewish day school movement,

::¥r:sssiy;Ps'p:r::esef:rativeew:snhds?uridi::
teachers. Teaching positions around
the world remain un filled. The directors of our schools frequently confess
failure in the Jewish studies pro-

gramme of our day schools. It is
universally recognised that Jewish
studies have rarely kept up with secular studies. The most common
explanation for this is that parents give
a low priority to Jewish studies which
are not career-oriented. As a result, students give their Jewish studies a low

priority. But those who have seen day
school religious studies programmes
which are at least equal to and occasionally ahead of secular studies in
directing the talents of the students in

innovative ways, know that this is no
more than an excuse. It is neither reason nor justification for second-rate
programming. The only reason for the
disparity is in the quality of the Jewish
Studies teachers.

A recent paper by Gary A Tobin
from Brandeis University has called
for the establishment -I.# A"erj.car -of
"The National Centre for Teacher
Training" -" ... to train teachers in the
latest curricula teaching techniques and
pedagogical techniques to be effective
tea,chars." (``Creating Now Jewish Or-

ganisations and Institutions " \994)
I-would maintain that Jewish education in the Diaspora has reached its

present sony state precz.se/)/ because
Jewish teachers are trained owtsz.de
/srcze/. Only in Israel do they gain fluency in Hebrew. Only in Israel can
they become teachers of spirit, rwcrcfe

and not merely of facts.
The maj.ority of Jewish students in
the expanding day school movement,
whether centrist Orthodox, Conservative or Progressive, will be living in
the modern world. The only source of
their Jewish identities, outside the
home and synagogue, will be in their
Jewish studies programmes. Day
schools, therefore, have a responsibility to the students, the teachers and the

supporting parents, to provide programmes which will affect the minds
and souls of those in their charge.
Personal example,

dwgrm j.sfej.f, a

principle of faith in the Zionist youth
movements, is a mere hope in the day
schools. It may be that, as with Zionist

youth, so with our day schools, teacher
training in Israel will help us towards a
solution of the problem of quality Jewish teaching. With untold hundreds of
gifted Jewish teachers finding their
career paths outside Jewish day
schools, it might be that a post-graduate year in Israel, at an Institute for
Teachers, could bring this kind of tat-
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ent and commitment into our schools.
And what of those who do not find
their career paths in Jewish schools?
Let them also study for a year at the
Institute for Teachers, so that their
teaching in secular studies is enhanced
and deepened by their quality Jewish
education in israel. The majority of
Jewish students will, for the foreseeable future, not be attending Jewish
Day Schools. Teachers in the supplementary Jewish school system would
be aided immeasurably by a year of
study in Israel.
Secondly, we should set up an lnsti-

gate the loss by the improved quality
and quantity of communal workers.
Thirdly, establish a Youth Corps of

tute for the Training of Jewisli
Communal Workers from Abroad,

the World Union for Progressive
Judaism

Machon

At the present time, in Progressive
communities in Britain, South Africa,
Australia and New Zealand, young

L'Ovdei

Kehillot

Chi,liz

La'aretz.
Jews, who have traditionally gravitated towards the helping sciences, are
finding their way to Jewish communal
service organisations. The "honey" of
our emancipation into the modern
world has given the Jewish community
in the Diaspora the "stings" of intermarriage and assimilation. We are not
about to give our integration into modern society away and return to the

ghetto. Trained communal workers
could address the crises of modern
Jewish life. "Outreach" is only as good
as those "reaching out". While "para
rabbinic" lay-people could achieve
much of value, trained teams of communal workers would provide the
consistent effectiveness that is required
to grapple with Jewish life.
At present, there is an unnatural division of responsibility between the
rabbis in charge of the "Jewishness" of
synagogues and the administrators who
oversee their day-to-day running. Conflict frequently occurs between the
two. If every synagogue administrator
could spend a year at the Institute for
Jewish Communal Workers -in Israel
-there would be a shared commitment
to Jewish cultural and religious continuity
within
the
synagogue

community. The rabbis would have alliesintheirpushforsynagogueresources
to be applied to the rcz!.so;2 d'€fre of its
existence -Jewish continuity.
Would that there existed such a
cadre of Hebrew-speaking, home-born,
communal workers who were committed to the Jewish future in Diaspora
communities. The c4czv!frczfe movement

could receive a new lease of life from
the contribution that these workers
could make. Cfecrvitrof could expand
so that all adults -across the age spectrum -could find desperately needed
communities. The load of the modern
rabbi is too heavy for them to be able

to serve as many cAoiJ#ro/ as would be
desirable and possible in any congregation.

The communal workers would seek
out the assimilating Jews of suburbia
and bring them into the community.
These are the tactics of the Lubavitch
movement: seek, find and serve. Mainstream Judaism needs to learn from
their experience and success. Instead
of standing back in horror at the rate of
assimilation, we could actually miti-

people are committing themselves to
three years of service to their communities: one year of training in Israel and

two years of service when they return
home. In most cases the three years is
at each individual's fami]y's expense.

They do this out of their commitment
to the Jewish community and the contribution that they will be able to make
to it. If the World Union for Progressive Judaism encouraged every Jewish
high school graduate to join a Jewish
Youth Corps, we could begin to make
an impression on the assimilating communities of the Diaspora. Rabbis
throughout the Diaspora would have
teams of dedicated young people from
other Diaspora communities - in an

exchange programme - or from their
own community, taking on the tasks of
reaching out to the lost and lonely
within and outside our synagogues.
How could the World Union Youth
Corps be established? As with the
Machon in Kiryat Moriah, .\r\ ]erusa,hem..
*Only the most suitable high school
graduates are chosen. Each community within the World Union would
have a two-stage selection process, the
first being nomination by the candidate's congregation and the second
being confirmation by the local World
Union selection Board.

*The Youth Corps student then
goes to Israel for a full year of study of
techniques of outreach to youth. They
would learn communication ski]ls,

which would prepare them to present
Progressive Judaism as a life option
for the uncommitted Jewish youth in
Diaspora communities. Their studies
would train them in working as part of
a rabbi's team. They would also study
Hebrew, rcz#czcfe - Bible -and a variety of subjects appropriate to the work
they would be doing upon their return.

*Upon graduation, they would be
known as a World Union Youth Corps
member. They would be obligated to
return to the Diaspora. For the next
two years, they would give their "free"
time to the community. As with
A4czc¢o# graduates, they give this twoyear period out of commitment to
Progressive Judaism and to the next
generation of World Union Corps
members that they are producing. The
cost of the two years is borne entirely
by the Corps member. They do this in
repayment for the investment that the
Movement has made in them, in training them in Jerusalem. They know that
their payment of fares and living expenses while in Israel is only a portion

of the total expense of running the pro-

gramme. The larger cost of their year
in Israel is borne by the World Union
for Progressive Judaism.
Could it be that we have underestimated the extent of commitment and
dedication that exists in our communities? Such dedication exists now, it
only needs to be expanded as a World
Union programme.

Fourth is the founding of a Progressive (Reform) ycsAj.va! in Israel
ln 1948, apart from Israel and
Brandeis University, a third birth
should have taken place in the Jewish
world:
a
Reform
(Progressive)
yesfez.iJcz4 in Israel. There is no doubt

that Progressive Judaism would be substantially weaker but for the efforts of
the Hebrew Union College - Jewish
Institute of Religion - and the Leo
Baeck College. However, we would be
vastly different as a movement had we
an educated laity in the Diaspora. Rabbis often complain of being "lone
voices" in a wilderness of Jewish ignorance. They feel unsupported and
alone.

A Progressive yesfoJ.vcz should have

been part of the landscape of Israel
from the beginning of the State's independence. Adult education -in spite of
impressive course titles - rarely rises
above the beginner's level. Add to this
the fact that a minority of Jews actually
attend such courses and the extent of
the crisis becomes clearer.
If we offered every Jewish adult a
year of full-time Jewish education in at
least Bible, modern Jewish thought and
modern Hebrew, with a wide choice of
other subjects in Israel, we would seriously confront Jewish ignorance in the
Diaspora.
What a passion for learning we
could develop in Progressive Jewry.
One need only look at the profound

Continued on next page
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effect the Melton and the Yad Vashem
programmes are having on some communities to realise that we are being
presented with many potential opportunities for a Diaspora that we dare not
ignore.

Finally, let us have a World Union

Jerusalem Fellows Programme
As impressive as World Union for
Progressive Judaism conferences are,
these two-yearly conferences are no
longer enough to rally genuine support
for the World Union. Reliance on these
conferences has resulted in the world
body having a low priority among the
constituents once they return home. No
matter how stimulating the Conference,
there
is
little
sense
of
"ownership" of the World Union by its
constituents. For "ownership" to occur
the World Union has to bring the
World Union "stars" to Jerusalem as
WUPJ Fellows. The Fellow would be
expected to bring their expertise to
WUPJ programmes in Jerusalem. They
would then take their commitment to
those programmes back to their home
communities to inspire participation in
the programme by talented young peo-

plc. The Jerusalem Fellows would be
involved in all the four programmes
outlined above.
The Jerusalem Fellows Programme
would occur during each rabbits sabbatical and would
need to be partially funded by the
World
Union
and
would
need to leave time for the Fellow
to engage in sabbatical activities
outside of the fellowship requirements.
The result of these five initiatives
would be that the Progressive Diaspora
would be invigorated by its rabbis to-

gether with teachers, communal
workers,learned laity and Youth Corps
participants. The World Union programme would thus be finally carried
to all its constituents.
Classical Zionism was convinced
that the renaissance of the Jewish people in Israel would spread throughout
the Jewish solar system. It seems that,
apart from philanthropy, this resur-

gence of Jewish life has largely passed
the Diaspora by. The age of the Third
Jewish Commonwealth presents a
challenge to both Israel and the Diaspora. As the Hebrew language
played a major role in re-establishing
Jewish culture in Israel, so Hebrew
could play a crucial role in the revitalisation of the Diaspora. As a first step
on the way to world Jewry living up to
the solar system model, Hebrew should
be accepted as the second language

4

throughout the Diaspora. The Hebrew
language is the bearer of the Jewish
renaissance. It is the carrier of Jewish
identity and culture. It can be for the
future of the whole Jewish people what
Yiddish was in the past for Eastern
European Jewry, the well-spring of
Jewishness. Courage and resolve will
be required to make Hebrew live in the
Diaspora. It did in the past, it can in the
future.
When any representative body of
Jews meets, at least one session should
be conducted in Hebrew. Even if a
translation is immediately provided, a
statement would have been made. The
presence of Hebrew as a living language throughout world Jewry would
reinforce the training of the graduates
of the mczcfeo#j.in -youth teachers and
community workers and the Progressive (Reform) yesfej.vczfe and the Youth

Corps. It is a tragedy that rabbis and
youth leaders fodcz}; return from a year
in Israel communicating proudly
b '/vrj.J, in Hebrew, and soon lose the
skill, because support for their Hebrew
knowledge is not to be found back home.
There is no reason why the

conferences of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism need to be conducted in English. Instantaneous
translation is readily available throughout the world. It has always been

curious that delegates of the /srae/
Movement for Progressive Judaism
when addressing World Union for Progressive Judaism conferences j.# /sr¢e/
invariably speak in English. Prior to
the Holocaust, many delegates to
World Union conferences generally
spoke in the language of their country
of origin.
At first, Hebrew for part of World
Union conferences may well appear
forced. But if we persist it will soon
become challenging and natural. At the
point that Hebrew begins to live in
Diaspora Jewry, the Diaspora will be-

gin to share in the confidence and pride
that Hebrew has brought to Israel. The
Hebrew rebirth in Israel was the result
of a struggle. Many forces rallied
against it, ultra-Orthodoxy for one.
Today, the Diaspora dare not be less
courageous than Israel in its earliest

days of fighting for the rebirth of the
Hebrew language.
Taking both Israel ar#d the Diaspora
seriously, as Israeli and Diaspora Zionists, may be ¢fae unique contribution
that Progressive Judaism can make to
the Jewish people of the future. As the
largest body of rabbis in the world, the
Central Conference of American Rabbis should begin to see itself as a wor/d

rabbinic body. It should invite representatives of the Progressive rabbinic
bodies from the centres of Progressive
Judaism around the world to attend its
annual conferences. These would include Maram, the umbrella body of
Israeli Progressive rabbis, Moetza

(Australia and New Zealand), the
Southern African Association of
Progressive Rabbis, the Assembly of
Rabbis (Reform, UK), the Rabbinic Conference (Liberal, UK) and The
Reconstructionist Fellowship of Rabbis.
Progressive Judaism, with enough
resolve, could commence the process
whereby the parts of the Jewish cosmos could come together. Eliezer
Schweid has identified the problem:
"There is no common arena in which
all the Jewish movements can confront
each other ... to dominate the Jewish
world ... but the pervasiveness of the
non-Jewish environment and the lack
of Jewish sovereignty do not allow for
a real Jewish public domain, at best
only several partial Jewish communal
domal+us." ("Changing Identity in the
New Europe and the Consequences for
Israel" in Jewish Identities i.n the New
Ewrape, Jonathan Webber, London,
Littman Library of Jewish Civilisation,
1994) and David Vital has trenchantly
written:
" ... the Jewish world is now coming

apart. There is now a sort of archi-

pelago of discrete islands composed of
rather shaky communities of all qualities, shapes and sizes, in which the
island of Israel, as it were, is fated
increasingly to be in a class by itself."

(The Future Of the Jews Ca:rhoridge,
Mass: Harvard University Press,1990)
But the news is not all bad. There
are numerous examples of the Diaspora
taking the initiative in the struggle for
Jewish continuity. Thus, within the
World Union for Progressive Judaism,
congregations have been started on one

side of the world, New Zealand, from
funds from the other side of the world,
the United States of America. For more
than fifty years, the Ame/`j.ccz# National

Federation of Temple Sisterhoods has
financed the training of rabbis to serve
in Australia, New Zealand, Britain,
Israel, South America, South Africa
and Canada.
Progressive Judaism is part of a
world process of Diaspora revival. Today, major Diaspora organisations are
increasingly seeing themselves responsible for Diaspora communities, with
or without the support of Israel.
Throughout the Former Soviet Union,
ORT schools are blossoming. The
World Union has established congre-
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gations in numerous cities in the FSU, often in parallel with

the efforts of the Lubavitch Movement and with major input
from Israel. When recently in Zagreb, the community required a computer education laboratory, support came through
the World ORT Union from Canada, Germany, Great Britain,
Sweden and Switzerland.
Diaspora creativity goes far beyond the support and expansion of our institutions. Educational materials across the whole
spectrum of Jewish learning are produced in the Diaspora
with much success. It is, in fact, not unusual to find materials
created in America and Britain being translated for use in
/srae/j. schools and universities.
It is a Movement of informed choice that Progressive Judaism could find a solution to the Israel-Diaspora dichotomy
which has bedevilled the Jewish people for over a century.
When Progressive Jews are confronted with either/or dilemmas, we frequently respond with a creative both/and solution.
Thus the conflicts between Hebrew or vernacular in prayer,
rights for men or women, recognition of matrilineal or
patrilinea] Jews and Jews or Gentiles as the Chosen People
have, by and large, found a resolution in Progressive Jewish
thought. It has always been an inspiring challenge to resile
from trading one in favour of the other. Fundamentalists have
seen this as evidence of Progressive Jewish weakness and
disloyalty. We have preferred to see this as further evidence
of an imperative within Judaism to respond to the demands of
every age. And the demands of our age now brook no clucking

and no delay.
RABBI BRIAN FOX was bol.n in London, educated in New Zealand and
received semikhah ./.rom Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati in 1972. He
has served the Progressive Jewish comrnuni[y in Auslralia for the [as[ 23
years and is currently Seniol. Rabbi Of Temple Emanuel in Sydney`
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are all the rage. This year has

FIFTIETH
markedANNIVERSARIES
some gruesome commemorations like the liberation of
Belsen but also some joyous ones. In
the summer of 1945 the war-weary
British electorate went to the polls for
the first time in a decade. They elected,
for the first time ever, a Labour government with a working majority in the
Commons. They also returned to Parliament the largest number of

professing Jewish MPs that had ever
been seen at the Palace of Westminster. A record number of Jews had
stood as candidates -no less than 59 and 28 of them had been successful. Of
these, 26 sat on the Labour benches.
Westminster's Jewish lobby thus appeared overwhelmingly `socialist' but
perhaps even more significant was the
informed perception that the Jewish
vote in Britain as a whole had become
overwhelmingly `socialist' too.

Geoffrey Alderman
A great deal of water has passed
under Westminster Bridge since then.
The number of Jewish MPs who took
the Labour whip peaked in 1966, when
38 were elected, out of a total of 40
Jewish MPs in all. Since then the
number of Jewish Labour parliamentarians has declined more or less
without respite: in 1987 there werejust
seven out of 24 and in 1992 eleven out
of 20. Indeed, the number of professing Jews elected to Parliament on the
Labour ticket in 1987 and 1992 was
lower than at any time since 1935. Before 1939 the largest number of Jewish
MPs elected as Conservatives was
nine, in 1924. The era of conservative
government since 1979 has seen that
total much surpassed but, more significantly, the pattern established in 1983,

of the political balance among Jewish
MPs lying with the Conservative Party,
has been maintained ever since.
There is no necessary correlation
between the proportion of MPs "in any

political party who are Jewish and the
number of Jewish voters who support
that party. In 1945 there were certainly
Jews who voted Conservative. Conversely, even in Finchley, the home of
Thatcherism, around a fifth of Jewish
voters supported Labour in 1987 and
1992. The Anglo-Jewish vote has
never been `in the pocket' of any one
political party. But there was a definite
affinity between the aims and aspirations of the party Clement Attlee led to
victory in 1945 and the predominant
Anglo-Jewish vision as the struggle
against Nazism drew to a close.
It is a mistake to suppose that the
Labour party of 1945 was `socialist'.
Yes, there were certainly socialists in it
and they had been responsible for the
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original formulation of clause Four of
the party's constitution. Labour, then
the Labour Representation Committee,
had begun life as the political arm of
the trade-union movement, which basically
represented
skilled
and
semi-skilled manual workers in the
Victorian `smokestack' industries: coal
-the railways, the utilities, cotton, iron

with appeasement. It was regarded, a
little unfairly, as the party of the wellto-do. Harold Macmillan - `most of
our people have never had it so good'
-began to move it in the direction of a

Party became much more Jew-ffiendly.
In 1945 mattei.s were very different.
Winston Churchill was a hero in Jewish eyes - and a Zionist to boot. But
Churchill, who had deserted the Con-

property-owning democracy, believing, rightly, that the rights of property
are never safer than when protected by
the masses. Mrs Thatcher finished the

servatives in 1904 only to rejoin them

and steel. Clause Four committed the

job. More importantly, British Conservatism and British Jewry found
themselves, for once, marching in the
same direction. The Jews prospered
and moved out, away from the innercity slums which their refugee

party to the nationalisation of these
heavy industries, not of every comershop, kosher butcher, delicatessen or
back-street garment sweatshop in London or Leeds. We should note, further,
that in its nationalisation programme
of 1945-50, Labour did no more than
perpetuate into the era of peace a situation which had existed de/czcfo during
the war. In that crucial respect the
British electorate had, in 1945, voted
for the s/czft/a qi/o, not for revolutionary change. Much more than socialism,
Labour in 1 945 stood for social justice.
And that was why it attracted Jewish
voters. Social justice meant a massive
extension of the welfare state, the Jewish friendly-society movement writ
large. Social justice meant a society at

peace with itself and not subject to
civil strife, the notion of sfecz/om writ
large. Social justice meant a less unequal society but not a nation of equals,
the rorczfe writ large.
These were the values which had

propelled Jews into the world of Labour politics in the inter-war period.
They had little to do with socialism
and very little indeed -if anything -to
do with Zionism. Although, in the
emotionally-charged atmosphere generated by the reality of the Holocaust
in 1944-45, the Labour Party appeared
to have committed itself to the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine
-`let the Arabs be encouraged to move

out as the Jews move in', read the text
of a 1944 party resolution -Labour's
position had generally favoured the
creation of a bi-national state, as envisaged in the text of the Balfour
Declaration. Ernest Bevin's Palestine

policy, which meant continued restriction of Jewish immigration into
Palestine, did indeed and understandably, enrage Anglo-Jewish opinion.
But it was supported by the Jewish

Labour MPs, not one of whom, not
even Maurice Orbach and certainly not
Barney Janner, could be persuaded to
vote against it.
Since then, the political topography
of Anglo-Jewry has changed out of all
recognition. But then so has that of the
British electorate. Toryism in 1945 was
associated with the Depression and
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grandparents had counted the height of
luxury. In so doing they also moved
up, prising themselves away from their

proletarian roots and finding or manufacturing new ones in middle-class
suburbia. In that sense there appears,
in fact, to be nothing particularly remarkable in the overall voting

preferences of Jews as it has been my
privilege to chart them since the 1970s:
the Jews have voted true to their socioeconomic status.
Or have they? In the USA affluence

when the Liberal Party broke up in the
early 1920s, was a very untypical Tory,
distrusted and unloved by the party he
led. It is worth remembering that the
only MP to be interned during the war
was one Archibald Henry Maule
Ramsay, Conservative MP for Peebles,
who was a fanatical anti-Semite and
who celebrated his release from prison
by tabling a motion which no other MP
supported calling for the reintroduction of the statute, dating from 1290,
by virtue of which the Jews had been
expelled from England. And if it is
argued that Ramsay was an extreme
case, remember that of Andrew
Fountaine, whose adoption as Conservative candidate at Chorley,
Lancashire, was vetoed by the party's
Standing Advisory Committee on Candidates in 1950 on the grounds that he
was an outspoken anti-Semite. The ap-

has not thrown the Jews into the arms
of the Republicans. Whilst strict com-

parent rapprocfeeme#Z between the
Conservative Party and Jewry at the

parison is of limited value, it must
surely be significant that the Democrats, though they have their fair share
of anti-Zionists and anti-Semites, have
not permitted themselves, as a party, to
adopt postures quite as inimical to Zionist feelings as the Labour Party has
done in Britain. There has, for exam-

time of the Suez crisis in 1956, is to be
explained more by Tory hostility to

ple, been nothing within Democrat
politics in the USA remotely resembling the anti-Zionist `foreign policy'
of the Labour-controlled , Ken Livingstone-led Greater London Council in
the 1980s.

Less parochially, we might notice
that over the past quarter-century it has
been the Labour Party which has become identified with vested interests,
not the Conservatives - the gays, the
environmentalists, the animal-rightists,
the feminists. My point is not that Jews
do not care about such matters. They
do. My point is that, in its long wanderings in the political wilderness,
Labour permitted itself to be manipulated and used by a motley collection
of, to a greater or lesser extent, fringe

groups. That is why it was not taken
seriously as a party of #czfz.o#cz/ gov-

ernment. From a Jewish viewpoint, jt

presented itself as a weapon that could
too easily be captured by extremists. It
was, therefore, regarded as untrustworthy and unfit to govern.
Under Margaret Thatcher, at precisely the same time, the Conservative

Arabs than by love of the Jewish state.
Indeed, throughout the 1950s it was
freely admitted to Conservative Central Office that there was considerable
anti-Jewish prejudice in some local
Conservative associations. Between
1945 and 1955, no Jew sat as an official Conservative MP. At the general
election of 1955 Sir Henry d'Avigdor
Goldsmid was elected Tory MP for
Walsall South. In February 1956 he
wasjoined by Sir Keith Joseph, elected
at Leeds North-East. Both Sir Henry

and Sir Keith had been educated at
Harrow and Oxford, both were extremely wealthy baronets, neither was
remotely typical of Anglo-Jewry.
It was Mrs Thatcher, the first Prime
Minister since Lord John Russell in
1846 to sit for a `Jewish' constituency,

who made peace between Anglo-Jewry
and the Conservative Party. Even before her elevation to Downing Street,
Mrs Thatcher's fondness for holding
up British Jewry as a prime example of
enterprise and self-help was well
known. In refashioning the Conservative Party and Conservatism, Mrs
Thatcher had turned to Jews as counterweights to the influence of
aristocratic `one-nation' Toryism, embracing the welfare state and the
regulated economy. The influence of
Continued on next page
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Sir Keith Joseph upon her economic
thinking was enormous. Her appointment of so many Jews to ministerial
and Cabinet positions was without

precedent -at one time she had no less
than five Jews, Keith Joseph, Nigel
Lawson, David Young, Malcolm
Rifkind and Leon Brittan in the Cabinet. As Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher
arguably pursued policies more proJewish than those of any British Prime
Minister since David Lloyd George,
under whose premiership the Balfour
Declaration was issued. Mrs Thatcher
went out of her way to support Soviet
Jewry, her government ended complicity in the Arab boycott of Israel, she
visited Israel and took the trouble to
distance herself from some of the more
extreme pro-PLO utterances of her
ministers. She also showed sensitivity
to other Jewish concerns, such as
sfeecfej.fcz and the prosecution of alleged
Nazi war criminals living in Britain.

Mrs Thatcher's general philosemitic
outlook - exemplified by the peerage
she bestowed upon Chief Rabbi
lmmanuel Jakobovits in 1988 seemed, in short, to transcend the obvious interest she had in pleasing her
Finchley Jewish constituents.
How have all these factors translated
themselves into concrete expressions
of political loyalty? We can answer
this question by reference to evidence
both qualitative and quantitative. Lord
Jakobovits' admiration for Mrs
Thatcher and for the encouragement of
wealth creation and acquisition, became the hallmarks of his tenure of the

Lord Jakobovits as Chief Rabbi of the
United Hebrew Congregations, contrived to offer thinly veiled support
from the Hebrew Bible for major elements of Conservative domestic

this. In 1974 I began collecting data

legislation. Rabbi Sacks' selected texts,
77!e Gctardz.cz# 's political commentator

pears to have been very much in line
with that of the top social classes. But
they also indicate that Jews have
tended to be somewhat more Conservatively inclined than the ABCI
categories generally. At Finchley in
1987 Mrs Thatcher increased her share
of the total poll by 2.8% but her share
of the Jewish poll by nearly three times
that amount. In the constituency as a
whole there was a swing from the Conservatives to Labour of 1% but the
Jewish vote swung heavily, by 5%
against the trend. In 1992 her Conservative successor, Hartley Booth,
retained the seat in spite of a swing to
Labour of over 3%. He benefited from
an almost identical swing in his favour
among Finchley's Jewish electors. We
might also note that in neighbouring
Hendon South in 1992 John Marshall 's
majority rose by nearly a thousand on
an adverse swing of just 0.2% - the
lowest swing to Labour in any of the
`Jewish' constituencies in the UK.

Hugo Young argued, served to confer
`ethical legitimacy on a series of economic measures that Christian
churchmen have denounced.' Nowhere
were such denunciations more stridently expressed than in the pages of
the report `Faith in the City' of the
Commission on Urban Priority Areas
set up by the then Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Runcie. It was
Immanuel Jakobovits who came to Mrs
Thatcher's rescue, by issuing in 1986 a
sharp riposte, exhorting the disadvantaged not to insist upon public help and
criticising the Blacks for wishing to
change the character of British society
into a `multi-ethnic form'. `This being
Mrs Thatcher's Britain,' the Oxford
don R W Johnson explained, `these
sentiments ... earned him a place on the
Honours List.'
Jakobovits' views were themselves
controversial and certainly did not represent the opinions of all Orthodox
Jews in Britain, or even of all Orthodox rabbis. But they did accurately
mirror a feeling widespread within
British Jewry that the welfare state and
collectivism belonged to a bygone era
and had no place in the Britain of the
1980s and 1990s. Some incidents con-

nected with the two most recent general
elections (1987 and 1992) reflect the

office of Chief Rabbi of the United

new political mood. We can, for exam-

Hebrew Congregation (1966-91). As
early as 1977 he had condemned the

ple, point to the endorsement of Cecil
Parkinson, one of Mrs Thatcher's closest colleagues, by local Rabbi Alan
Plancey, subsequently Chairman of the
Rabbinical Council of the United
Synagogue, in the Hertsmere constituency at the 1987 general election. We
can point to the fact that Martin Savitt,
a former Vice-President of the Board
of Deputies, assisted the campaign of
the Conservative candidate against
Ken Livingstone in the Brent East constituency at the same election. We can
add that at the election of 1992 the
nomination paper of John Marshall,
Conservative MP for Hendon South,
one of the London constituencies most
heavily populated with Jews, was
signed by Lady Jakobovits. We can
conclude that at no period previous to
the l980s has the ecclesiastical leadership of Anglo-Jewry so openly
identified itself with a national political party.
We can, however, go further than

welfare state for undermining individual
responsibility
and
for
encouraging a `get something for mothing' attitude. He has, in particular,
faithfully reflected a feeling of antipathy towards some aspects of Britain's
Black communities that is undoubtedly
widespread within British Jewry and
has given eloquent expression to the
deep fears entertained by British Jews
about the deteriorating quality of urban
life. During the 1980s Mrs Thatcher
found herself under increasing attack
from within the Established Church of
England on fundamental questions of
social policy, especially in relation to
inner-city areas. Her most consistent

theological support came from within
the circle of orthodox Jewry. In a pain-

phlet published by the right-wing
Social Affairs Unit on 1985 Rabbi Dr
Jonathan Sacks, then Principal of Jews'
College and who in 1991 succeeded

relating to the voting preferences of
Jews in London. These findings tell us

that the broad trend of Jewish electoral
behaviour in these constituencies ap-

As my own surveys have made clear,
Labour politics in Britain still has significant Jewish support. But it is

equally true, to quote R W Johnson
again, that the Thatcher years saw `the
Jewish identification with Labour
stood on its head.' Whether this state
of affairs will continue is a matter of
prophecy rather than of political science. The evidence of the 1992
election suggests, however, that it
probably will. General election out-

comes are the result of complex
movements of votes and opinions. But
they also encapsulate stark truths. We
should not allow ourselves to be misled by the Jewish intelligentsia of
Hampstead who, in 1992, played a part
in actress Glenda Jackson's narrow
victory over the luckless Jewish Conservative, Oliver Letwin. In the
suburban heartlands of Anglo-Jewry,
the memories of Labour date from the
1980s not the 1940s. For most British

Jews, modern Conservatism has been a
mixed blessing but, on the whole, the
news has been good. Supporting Labour
or the Lib-Dems at the next election
would indeed be high-risk strategies.
Professor Geoffrey Alderman j.s f7ecrd a/.
Academic Development and Quality Assurance
Unit at Middlesex University. Formerly
Pro.I;essor o.i Politics and Contemporary History
at Royal Holloway College, he is the author Of
a number o.i important books including Modern
British Jewry.
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I DROVE A TRUCK TO CROATIA
A;h\e&gHSz:::|#8ckBWE:":dNfcfm
wipers, up a mountain, with women
I'd never met until six weeks earlier, I
wondered how I had got there.
In August 1993 I was living in Liv-

erpool, working as a freelance youth
and community worker and trainer in
the chair of the Jewish Resource Centre, volunteer at the Trade Union
Centre, fund-raiser for the ParentTeacher Association of my younger
daughter's school, volunteer at my
elder daughter's school - endeavouring to manage both my work and my
children' s timetable.
Buried amongst all this was Women's Aid for Peace, an organisation
born of the war in the former Yugoslavia. My involvement lay at a `gofer'
level. I had wanted to do something. I
had read a leaflet in a bookshop asking
for parcels and I simply went to everyone I knew, collected boxes and took
them anonymously to an address on
the leaflet. Three months later another
leaflet told me that the group had been
to Slovenia and Croatia in the summer
and were intending to go again in November.
I was planning to enter full-time
work by September 1994 but, given a
spare year with nothing much else to
do, I decided to go back to be more
active. I had a burning desire to say I
had done something constructive. The
situation was one which I doubted I
could fully understand until I saw
something of it myself.
So now I'm in the car on my way to
the meeting. Why am I going? I need
to know more, notjust as a result of my
natural nosiness but because I am a
Jew. Is the world standing by as it did
during the Sfeo¢fe? Is this the same as
the Sfeo¢fe? Or am I simplifying both
this tragedy and the Sfeoafe by drawing

parallels too readily?
Was I sitting on the fence and, therefore, committing what I had always
believed to be the most damaging of
sins -not acting? Would I actually be
of any use? Had my parcels helped? I
navel-gazed the entire two miles to the
meeting which, incidentally, takes five
minutes in Liverpool, even in the rushhour.

10

Sara-Joy Leviten
We met at the vegetarian restaurant.
For those who know South Liverpool,
`the vegetarian restaurant' is the very
spot from which any socially responsible initiative must start. Sitting at four
tablespushedtogetheramongstthediners were about fifteen women ranging in

age from 20-70, operating a meeting of
commendable non-hierarchical cooperation. I couldn't work out who was
chairing it. They all seemed to know
what they were doing and talking
about. The meeting was drawing to a
close. There was a fascinating discussion on publicity. They wanted none.
They were insistent that they would
devote their energies to the work and
not to promoting themselves. They
wished to work exclusively on supporting children, who are the big-time
sufferers and non-perpetrators of the
destruction in the former Yugoslavia. I
was impressed. Here was a group I could
identify with straight away as a woman.
This was a group which was beholden
only to itself and saw an entire task
though from dream to delivery.
The next item was the November
trip. One of the women had secured a
truck. All they needed were three
drivers. For the first time I spoke. "If I
can organise the children and it doesn't
leave on a Friday, I will do it." I had

suddenly committed myself to one of
the most challenging enterprises I had
ever contemplated. How did I feel? Inspired? Heroic? Virtuous? Did I
suddenly get an insight into Joan of
Arc's mind? Actually, I worried about
child care. Little did I know that this
would turn out to be the least of my
challenges. I discovered that my husband Clive and my friends were as
inspired as I was and ready to pull out
the stops to help me to go. My own
leap in the dark had given them the
chance to help as well. We had four
weeks to raise £2000 for the trip and
the funding for ourselves. If I had been
brazen in my collection for parcels, I
now went into overdrive. A shopping
trip down Hardman Street became
more about asking shopkeepers to give
me stuff than about buying for my own

needs. Any session I gave to students,
teachers, youth workers concluded
with a request for support. Everybody
gave: neighbours, shopkeepers, students at the students' union, volunteers
at the Unemployment Resource Centre, the private doctors in Rodney
Street and the barristers at Queen Elizabeth Courts. One of the drivers
committed herself to getting the truck
on the road and the 500 boxes necessary to pack stuff in. One driver
secured the attic at the children's hospital as a collection and sorting point.
We were all making it happen.

Two weeks later, on a very cold Sat-

urday night - out of respect for
Shabbat, the group agreed not to leave
on Friday -our convey of three trucks
set out for Dover. These were ten
tonners full, a lot harder to manoeuvre
than your average Volvo estate. It was
certainly the biggest vehicle I had ever
driven -I was mostly in the mini-metro
category until then. One of my co-drivers, who was 67, wasn't a registered
truck driver either. She was a nice
Quaker from Oldham. We insisted on
our right to use the truckers' cafe despite their opposition. Within fourteen
hours we had discovered that being a
trucker was not all gliding along above
the rest of the traffic. When we got to
France we had our first puncture. We'd
named our truck "Rosa", after Rosa
Luxembourg, the German socialist and
to comply with CB requirements. The
truck was aptly named: it was rebellious and upset traditional orthodoxy
on numerous occasions. Three days of
hard driving - all those sfez.rz.in, songs,

round the camp fire finally came in
handy -we arrived in Slovenia.
Although we had been determined
that all aspects of the trip should be
fully legal, we could not, in all conscience, comply with the ridiculous
requirement that nothing of any medicat value should be taken in. We are
not talking about sophisticated keyhole surgical equipment and heart
transplant machinery but we did smug-

gle in baby paracetamol, crutches and
walking sticks. Small beer in inter-

national
contraband
terms
but
life-savers and restorers of dignity to
ordinary people who had, in the maelstrom, become victims. The Co-op had
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donated boxes of baby paracetamol, a
medical supplies firm donated boxes
of incontinence pads and we had
bought nappies and sanitary towels in
their thousands. The need to purchase
these necessities here, merely bores us
to tears. But some of the women to whom
we gave nappies and sanitary towels
were moved to tears of a very different
sort. They had last seen these articles
eighteen months earlier. In the ten days
we were in Slovenia and Croatia we
visited and unloaded at refugee camps,
hospitals, children's hospitals, health
centres, the peace hostel at Zagreb, village schools and town squares.
But how does one convey the utter
desolation we saw? How does one make
sense of a refugee centre where people
are living ten to a room in primitive
conditions, where a pencil is coveted
and the only way out being offered is a
home in Pakistan. Pakistan is taking
refugees. One town now held by
Croatia overlooks a town held by Serbia and the people of one Country look
over the river at their old homes. One

refugee camp, an old army barrack,
does not allow its inmates out. "What
for?" said the deputy in charge. "They
would only need to leave to steal." We
walked around Zagreb, a grand and
beautiful European city, moments

away from a refugee camp. A fresh
egg costs £1.00 and cigarettes 14p a

packet. Hospitals barricaded with sandbags, the waiting room complete with
ashtrays and doctors walking around
with cigarette ends between their lips.
People of dignity and, most memorably, of humour. We broke down on
top of a mountain deep in snow. The
whole male village came to dig us out.
A group of refugee men staying on the
school floor offered us their makeshift
beds rather than let us try to leave at
night. These men had not seen their
families for two years. Hospitals had
been given the d.irective that any children of Serbian descent must not be
treated. Hospitals which had not even
the usual one nurse to every sixty patients, led to children being tied to their
beds. No toys, no colours. People stop

you and plead to be smuggled to Germany. The Croatian Government
suddenly announce cigarettes are to be
called "Croatia" overnight. No one will
trade in DeutschMarks and you cannot
get any local currency in the banks.
Perilous mountain roads overlooking
beautifully-kept motorways, which
could not be used because every 500

yards soldiers were dedicated to preventing anyone from going anywhere.
The Croatian doctor whose Serbian
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husband had to leave Croatia and live
in Slovenia because of the xenophobia
that surrounded them and whose
daughter was thrown out of university
as she is not a "pure" Croatian. The
mosque, now a refugee camp to which
soldiers came daily to evict yesterday's
inmates. The nightmare quality of a
Kafka world where the greatest nightmare was that it was not fiction.
I met doctors, nurses and teachers
who had the resources to leave for the
West and who had decided to stay with
their communities, who had travelled
with them to refugee camps and continued to work there. They helped to

put into perspective many things for
me. One was the conviction that, as
Jews, we retain a usefulness to our host
communities if we train in a travelling
profession. The more insecure we feel,
the more we buy into the fabric of
society so that we are too useful to get
rid of. Many had left former Yugoslavia,
particularly some who could buy their
way out but many had chosen to stay
who could have left. This was a remarkable testament to the human belief
in being able to do good even with the
lowest common denominator.
In the midst of all this tragedy, my
two little Friday night candles awakened a sense of Jewishness in one of
my colleagues who had left it all behind 40 years before. It seemed to me
that it is especially when it is hardest to
take a break that we most need Shabbat.
The people at the women's centre in
Zagreb told us of the work they were
doing with women who had been
raped. Raping women was a weapon of
war and was often expected by some
regiments. We met one runaway soldier at the peace hostel who had
escaped after one of these experiences
and was trying to get to Holland. The
women told us how the women's
movement was torn apart as Serbian
women aligned with Serbia, Bosnian
with Bosnia and so on. They were trying to get women to unite again behind
their common bond as women against
the division of nationality. They sold
us jewellery, badges, posters and work
that refugee women were making.
Absurdity on this trip was compounded by stupidity. A women's
group in Italy had sent boxes of contraceptive pills. Religious muslims would
not use them and young teenage girls
could not pre-empt the possibility of
being raped. What to do with a room
full of brand new hypodermic needles
-useless because no-one had the medi-

cines for which they might have been
used? The hostel was full of workers

and drivers from all over the world.
Jugglers to entertain children, chemists, truck drivers. It was also a place to
shelter refugees, soldiers on the run,

people trying to find people, a place
where passports mysteriously vanished
and connections were made.
One issue struck me as we sat in the
Rudolph Steiner School, this beautiful
building completed before the war,

warm - fuel was very cheap - and
attractive but lacking basic essentials
like paper, crayons, paint. Are people
only moved to help and act when things
are so desperate? I live in a country
where there are schools without basic
aids, where Pakistan delivered aid to
an old age home in Rochdale, where
we have deep social and economic deprivation. There is a difference between
war and recession and I wondered if I
could have raised the money so quickly
if it had been to ensure that my local
school in Toxteth had a computer in
each classroom or enough textbooks to
go round.
Then came the long trek back. Rosa
broke down every second day. At Canterbury she pushed her luck for the last

time. With the cheerful confidence of
women who would not be challenged
on what was of real value in the world,
we abandoned her, either dead or mortally wounded, by the side of the road
without a second thought.
Back in Liverpool the task was not
yet complete. I wanted to speak out
about the things I had seen and raise
funds for the next trip that would go
out in February. I spoke to every viable
group and the Jewish community made
me proud. They gave generously and
the next trip was secured.
I come back to publicity. We resolved
not to seek publicity but to work for
the cause. We all felt strongly that noone should claim to have achieved this
trip or focus the issue on themselves. I
am concerned that this article may
break that resolution. I hope instead
that it focuses on a gruelling plight
which for its relief continues to need

people, money, trucks, equipment,
food. Anyone wanting to contribute,
please contact Sara-Joy on 0181-349
4731. As one woman refugee said:
"The effects of this men's war will last

for generations. But please tell your
country that in our country we have

also Women of Peace".
SARA-JOY LEVITEN wcrs bor# !.# 4eec7s cnd
lived in Liverpool until last year when she
moved to London. A graduate Of Lancaster University with a postgraduate Diploma in Youth
and Community Work, she is Director Of RSGB's Youth and Students Division.
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THE GYPSIES' MISFORTUNE
John Davis

Ai?.a:s:I:i:Te:!e:u::::g:r;eH::.:se:
supplying furniture to the homeless
when
they
finally
obtain
accommodation, I was beginning to
feel that I had become a very overconfident volunteer. I had met all
categories of client, or so I thought.
The biggest single group was probably
`the
single
mother'.
The
remainder was a very mixed group.
There was a cross-section of refugees,
including those who had suffered torture. Kurds, Bosnians, Ethiopians and
Iranians were the majority. The British
contingent comprised those who had
fallen upon hard times, the mentally
disturbed, ex-prisoners, the elderly following long spells in hospitals and
couples who were separating and
needed two homes. It was especially
embarrassing if both parties arrived at
the same time.
The flrst time someone arrived and
said he had been sent by AA, got me
confused. `What is the AA doing sending along homeless folk?' went
through my mind. The potential client
spotted my confusion - `Alcoholics
Anonymous, stupid. '
Everyone who arrives requires a
note of introduction, since we receive
a number of locals who would love to
be able to purchase at the fraction of
the price of a second-hand dealer.
The fact that Britain is a part of the
European Community is demonstrated
by the very occasional French, Spanish
and Italian clients. Myjob is supplying

the furniture, not deciding on the worthiness of the client.
One day we started to receive visits
from large families who spoke no English and had names like Fiedorowicz,
Packowska,
Stefanowicz
and
Brylowicz. Who were these people?
Polish Gypsy Refugees was the answer. As an increasing number of these
families came in with their requirements for seven beds and four
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wardrobes, I became more intrigued.
These were mainly fair-haired, blueeyed folk. When I asked them
questions, the most I could learn was
"No speak English." My Spanish,
French and Italian were useless. The
children picked up English very
quickly but I could hardly discuss politics with them.
These families unusually came to us
via a local law practice and it was from
them that I obtained the background.
The Polish record in the treatment of
its minority groups has been miserable. The Nazi occupation ensured the
elimination of the three million Jewish

population, with minimum complaint
from the Poles. In 1945, about 8000
Jews emerged from hiding or concentration camps. Many thousands more
had escaped to other countries with the
free Polish forces or through other
routes.
The Gypsies are another minority

group with an unhappy history of oppression in Poland. The first Gypsies
moved in during the tenth century.
Since then, other groups have arrived
from both north and south. Some are
blue-eyed blonds whilst others are
brown-eyed with darker skins.
In the sixteenth century the Gypsies
were expelled. But like some of the
expulsions of the Jews by royal edict,
it was unenforced and the majority
remained. As travellers, they sometimes avoided military service and
taxation, which did not increase their
popularity.
Throughout the centuries, they
maintained their ghetto style of life,
except that theirs was not maintained
in one place. The tribal and family
structures remained paramount. The
Lowland, Highland, Kalderash and

Lovari were the main tribes, with the
Lovari gradually becoming the
wealthiest, with its own class structure.
Like the Jews with their Yiddish,
their language became a Romany
dialect - a strange Romany-Polish-

German mixture. Their women often
took to fortune-telling and were much
sought after for this skill.
During the Nazi occupation, the
Gypsies were subjected to the same

persecution, rounding up, concentration camps and extermination as were
the Jews. There was a big difference
however. The Gypsies were a much
hardier, tougher, mobile people. These
factors provided them with limited
protection, as some small groups disappeared into the forests
and
mountains. There were thus about
30,000 who emerged when the Russians arrived and set up their Polish
Communist Government. This government attempted to make amends for
the suffering by seeming to turn Gypsies into `standard Poles'. They were
housed, encouraged to take 9-5 jobs and
banned from tinkering or horse trading.
If in 1000 years the Gypsies had
managed to maintain their tribal lifestyle, Communism was not about to
change all this by edict. Thus, the
Romanies often ended as market traders, travellers and smugglers from East
Germany.
That this people would not fit into
the system did not please the authorities. Sometimes they were refused
ration cards, their children punished
for irregular attendance at school and
there remained the centuries-old probIem of the young male not reporting
for his national service. Small groups
fled to Sweden, Denmark, Holland and
Germany. Those who stayed, sometimes became the wealthiest citizens in
their community, with cars and bigger
houses. This inspired jealousy and
fresh hatred.
It was not until the collapse of the
old Communist regime that the jeal-

ousy and hatred manifested itself
publicly. Often the local mayor or police chief was a `Gypsy Hater' and did
nothing when the locals started beating
up Gypsies. In Mlawa, the only car

was owned by a young Gypsy, who
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knocked down and killed a young Pole.
A riot resulted, with house burnings
and group attacks.
The Polish National Front came out
with slogans, meetings, posters and led
attacks on Gypsies in other areas. The
Narodowy Front Polski circulated leaflets complaining about the Gypsies and
campaigning for them all to be ex-

Since some of the families stayed in
the UK without permits, a few were
returned to their country of origin in
order to demonstrate that Britain was
`no easy touch'. In a few cases, the

pelted from the country. Slogans such
as "Gas the Gypsies" were painted on
walls. So the Gypsies began to move

heads of families were arrested on arrival and just disappeared. Whereupon
the rest of the family returned to Britain where they had left friendly
families. The strong family links are
clear. A family with accommodation
will always take in another that has

towards Western Europe. A few fami-

none.

lies reached Britain and were able to
enter without difficulty, since the British government had agreed that visas
were no longer necessary following
Poland's departure from the Russiandominated East European Communist

Their plight is confusing. If they
stay, how are these few Polish Gypsy
families going to fit into British society? If they could not accept being
rehoused by the Polish authorities, will
it not be even more difficult for them
here? They seem strangely reluctant to
learn English. Mutual family support
makes it largely unnecessary. Their

block.

Permanent residence as a refugee
fleeing from persecution was a very
different matter. The British Government's stance was that there was no
persecution in Poland. So there could
be no genuine refugees from that country. Requests for residence permits as
refugees from persecution were either
refused or ignored. None was granted

children at school bring English back
into the household but need support.
What careers are they going to follow? Living in central London is not
ideal for wandering Gypsies. They
have certainly not lost certain skills
and have taught this volunteer an im-

to 189 applicants during eleven months
from April 1992.

portant lesson - "don't leave your
luncheon lying around." Whilst show-

ing some Polish Gypsy parents around
the store and agreeing the items they
would like, I left a paper bag on the
desk containing sandwich, cake and
fruit for lunch. The young son of the
family had been forgotten. He was
waiting near the desk. The furniture
sale was agreed and delivery arrangements made. The family left and I was
ready for my sandwich lunch. But the

paper bag had gone - probably with the
family.
The Gypsies' story now needs telling loud and clear. Poland must be
made to realise that it cannot enter the
Western community of nations, whilst
sections of its population are harassed
and lack full civic rights. There is a
substantial Polish population that is
deeply ashamed of Poland's past and

present treatment of minorities. They
need encouraging.
The UK Jewish community - many
of whose ancestors came from Poland
- must take a lead to demonstrate that
Jews fight for the rights of all persecuted minorities - not only Jewish
minoritjesl
JOHN M DAvrs is a retired dental trader and
lifelong member o.f the Re.i;arm Movement. He
lives in north-west London.
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first started researching and
FOUR
writing
DECADES
about Jewish
AGO WHEN
food, the
I
one and only Jewish cookbook being

published in this country was that of
Florence Greenberg. She was born in
London in 1882 and for forty years
until I took over in 1963, wrote a

weekly column for the
Jew.sfe
Cfero#j.c/e. Her recipes reflected the
kind of food being cooked in Jewish
households of the time -a combination
of feczj.mj.sfee dishes from Eastern

Europe and Edwardian dishes as taught
in the schools to which the children of
immigrants were sent to become
anglicised as speedily as possible. Thus
in the index you will find chocolate
blancmange listed just before cfeo/e#f,
j.#gber (carrot candy) next to Irish stew
- all of course strictly kosher. What

you will not find, save for the odd
Dutch recipe such as Bofcrkock,
anglicised Butter Cake, is any mention
of the cooking of any other Jewish
community other than those from
Eastern Europe though there is the odd
recipe of German origin.
It was only in the fifties and sixties with the advent of the charity cookbook with its recipes culled from the
membership of organisations such as
WIZO -that the dishes brought to this
country from Jewish communities such
as the Austro-Hungarian Empire and
the Middle East became known to the
wider Anglo-Jewish community. What
was more significant was the total lack
of interest by the majority of Jewish
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women in the cuisines of Jewish communities in different parts of the world.
Today, two generations on, the
world of Jewish food -and interest in
it -has expanded beyond belief. This
year alone I have added to my collection books giving the authentic, not
anglicised, recipes and food customs
of Jewish communities, past and
present, in India, Morocco, Italy, Israel
and, curiously, Curacao.
The situation in the US is similar. In

April, I was in New York, researching
the Jewish food and cookbook scene
there. Despite titles such as 7lfee Low
Fat Jewish Vegetarian Cookbook 8Ind
No Cholesterol Passover Recipes,
which reflect the current American obsession
with
"1ite"
food,
the
book-buyer at one of the city's major
Ultra-Orthodox Judaica shops told me
that the really hot numbers were books

sock as The Classic Cuisine Of the ltallan Jews a;nd Cookbook of the Jews in
Greece which reflect Jewish life as
once lived oz/tsj.de the US.
Side by side with this genre are

books which have a high nostalgic rating and offer a comforting form of
reminiscence therapy as represented by
the prize-winning /ewz.sfe Cookz.#g z.#
Amerj.ccz. This promises, besides the
recipes themselves, "stories from
Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews who
settled throughout this country". Another book with a similar theme is the
supefo

yz.cJdz.sfe Cwz.sz.#e by a Rabbi/

chef, no less, in which every dish is

given both its Yiddish and American

ryzrme.
``Leber mit tzibbles und
Scfemo/z " is translated as "sauteed liver
with onions". In. addition, almost every

page is scattered with such pearls of
to\k wisdom as "Potsch zich nit in
beichele az der fischele iz noch in
Je!.cfee/e " - "don't pat yourself on the
belly while the fish is still in the pond".
The same need to search out lost times
is reflected in this country in books

s,Mch as Yesterday's Kitchen -Jewish
communities and their food bofore
/939, which proudly proclaims the

geographical origin of every recipe be it India, Poland, Iran, Czechoslovakia, Mexico or Morocco.
There are three reasons for this exploding interest in the Jewish food of
times long past. There is first the need
for a younger generation of partly-assimilated Jews to find their ancestral
roots. Then there is the yearning on the

part of older people to recapture the
flavours of their childhood. Lastly
there is a desire by Jews of all ages and
whatever their religious views, to feel
they are part of a greater A '/cz/ y!.sroe/ a world-wide Jewish community.
One school of thought asserts that
there is no such thing as specifically
Jewish food -that it is simply a reflection of the cuisine of a particular host
community. Be that as it may, the persistence of these dishes over many
centuries and their ability to survive
transplanting to totally different climates must say something for the way
they have become entrenched in the
Jewish psyche.
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Take the matzo ball -k#o;.d/ or feo/ife
- a dish guaranteed to provide inner

warmth on the bitterest day of a Polish
winter. But is it a dish to choose during

the heat of a Hong Kong summer? Yet
when I was there recently, the main

problem facing the manager of the
community's glatt kosher restaurant
was how to teach their five Chinese

for its inclusion the fact that there were
communities of Jews living in China
as early as the T'ang dynasty some
]400 years ago. But she does give
credit to her Grandma Millie for the
original inspiration. I confess that having myself transmuted chopped liver
into ``Chicken Liver Pat6 in the Jewish
Fashion", without any cries of "sacri-

chefs the technique of k#czj.d/-making
in a wok. So strong is the yearning in

]ege", I then added Barbara Tropp's
fresh, chopped ginger to it with stun-

that community for food "like mama
used to make" that the ingredients are
shipped in, at enormous expense, from
both Israel and the United States. To

ning results.
Joyce Goldstein is an equally eel-

get the olives they craved, a containerload was the minimum they could
order, enough, the manager told me, to
last into the next millennium.

The food Jews eat has inevitably
changed throughout the centuries, the
only stable factor being its ability to
conform to the dietary laws, the needs
of Shabbat observance and the requirements for symbolic dishes at the
different festivals. The cheesecake at
Sfecri/#of can be traced back to the
Macedonian occupation of Palestine
around the second century BCE. The
cheese b/!.#fze, which has equally
strong connection with that festival,

probably only dates from the early
nineteenth century when it was adapted
from recipes for crepes brought to Russia by chefs looking for new
aristocratic employers after the French
Revolution.

I am not too perturbed therefore
when new flavours, reflecting new
food fashions, are blended into traditional foods, providing they still fulfil
the criteria for Jewish food I have already mentioned.
Two years ago, alerted to the growing phenomenon of young Jewish
women chef patronnes running enormously successful restaurants in
California, I went to investigate. I was
curious to see if their Jewish food background had any bearing on their
success. At San Francisco's "China
Moon Cafe", the chef Barbara Tropp is
a Chinese scholar turned cooking
teacher whose eponymous cookbook
describes her kind of cuisine as "a stunning marriage of Chinese tastes and
techniques with Californian flair." Not
much room here for

feczz.mz.sfee food.

Yet trawling through the recipes for
fortune cookies, noodle pillows and
dim sum, I came across a recipe for
ginger-spiked chopped liver with garlic croutons. Barbara Tropp describes
this in her book as "a Chinese tilt on a
Jewish classic which is amusing as well
as delicious" and cites as justification
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ebrated chef with an even more
sumptuous San Francisco restaurant,

``Back to Square One". her latest book,

described as "Old World Food in a
New World Kitchen", celebrates the

power of food "to connect us with our
cultural roots." "We need to keep in
touch with our own food history," she
writes, "before our taste memories are
lost forever." Quite. Amongst her 250
or so recipes, tracing their roots back
to, amongst other places, the Indian
sub-continent, South America, Indonesia, France and the Caucasus, I was
relieved to find that Joyce was managing to keep in touch with her own food
history with dishes such as matzo ball
soup, ge¢/Je fish for Passover, Passover sponge cake, attributed to a
neighbour of her childhood, one Mrs
Weinstein and that old Anglo-Jewish
favourite, almond macaroons.
There is one Jewish delicacy that
shows no sign of losing its pulling

power - the baigel - although at this
very moment, scholars are hotly dis-

puting its origin. The argument merits
nearly a whole closely-printed page in
John Cooper's encyclopaedic history
Of Jewish Food, Eat and be Satisfied.
One Jewish professor from the Middle
East tracked me down in my Washington hotel to tell me that he believed it
might have its origins in some obscure
Chinese community as he had seen
them making rolls with a hole in the
middle on a recent visit to Beijing.
Others claim a relationship with the
cj.c!"be//e - a favourite Renaissance
delicacy of the Italian Jews. Such
eclectic minutiae were definitely not
on the mind of the air hostess on the
New York to Washington D.C. moming
shuttle who asked me, "You want a
baigel?" before offering me, as breakfast, a smart brown paper bag with a
red seal containing one molassesflavoured monster baigel! Even more
cross-cultural was the baige] filled with
hummus and beansprouts that I en-

joyed at the Chesapeake Bagel bakery
in Georgetown, just outside Washington. They claim the kudos for inventing

the ``preigel" which could be described
as a pretzel with an identity crisis!

The most fascinatingjourney I made
in search of my particular culinary
roots was to Alsace - some say that is
where "chopped liver" was invented
by Jewish poultry keepers. It is certainly indisputable that today, most of
the goose livers used for the true pd/6

de /oz.e gras are flown in fresh from
Israeli kibbutzim.
One day, looking into a patisserie in
the small village of Gerardmer, I saw
my Lithuanian grandmother's kczes
hacfeen come back to life. And lunching in a nearby inn off the local
speciality qwe#e//e de brocfeef, pike
dumplings, that are surely first cousin
to gefilte fish, I was offered Sauce
Raifort. Now in every other part of
France, this horseradish sauce is
cream-coloured but in Alsace it ineludes grated beetroot and looks and
tastes exactly like what we know as
"chrane". Is it too fanciful to suggest

that my medieval ancestors had lived
for some time in Alsace before they
were persuaded to move East to the
kingdom of Poland and Lithuania after the Black Death massacres of
1348?

If you look at a modern book of
Alsatian cookery, you will find a surprising number of Jewish recipes,

ir\ctuding Carpe a la Juive, Poulet a la
/2/I.ve and Crj.mse/z.cfe. On the other
hand, in a French Jewish cookbook in
my collection, there are many Alsatian

recipes including Kuglhopif: Haricot
Aigre-doux alnd Tarte Alsacienne.
A leading chef from Rjquewihr, in
the heart of the wine country, gave me
this explanation: In the seventeenth and
eighteenth century, Jews in Alsace
were not allowed to own land and
could not therefore be involved in the
wine industry. However, their wives
were allowed to cook on the great estates and it was there by a kind of
culinary osmosis that the two food cultures became inextricably entwined.
After many years researchjng the
strands that make up the flavourful tapestry of Jewish food, I have come to
one firm conclusion. There !.s such a
thing as Jewish food. And, more than
any other cuisine, it has a vitality that
transcends time and place. Despite the
changes each century brings, it still remains the foundation of our most

important "home-based" traditions.
EVELYN ROSE is the doyenne Of Jewish
cookery writers. She is Cookery Editor o.i the
Jewish Chroincle and author Of many books,
;.Hc/wd!.#g The New Complete International
Jew.\sh Cocikbook. She lives in Manchester.
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A RESPONSE TO HUMAN SUFFERING
- THE JEWISH SOURCES
any consideration of suffering
THE and
STARTING
POINT
its relationship
to GodFOR
will
be very different today from that of
any other period in the past. Our
instinctive reaction is that all suffering
has describable causes and our prime
concern is to locate them in order to
eliminate or mitigate that suffering. If
we have a pain we go to the doctor. If
there is poverty we look for political
and economic remedies. Our basic
presupposition is that suffering is
attributable to specific causes, human
or natural. Our attempts to square this
with belief in God is not what first
comes to mind.
It was different in the past. Then
people assumed that the world was under the direct, immediate control of
God. For although of course everything, or almost everything, had a
secondary cause (people also went to
doctors then) those secondary causes
were less crucial than the prime cause
in the will of God. Suffering was
directly attributable to God as punishment for sin or testing of the character.
Our starting point then is the independence of the world, the autonomy
of its natural processes and the genuine
freedom of human beings to shape their
destiny. None of this in itself implies
any lack of faith in God. To be created
is to have a life of one's own, that is
what it means, whether for an electron,
a cell or a multi-cellular structure such
as ourselves. That said, there still remains the question: How do we relate

the suffering of this autonomous order

Richard Harries
to the God who holds it in being and
who, we believe, loves each human
being? It is a question that still has to
be answered, for how else can we hold
on to faith, not with knock-me-down
answers but with enough to go on to
continue on our way in faith and Lope
and love. This article is in response to
that question drawing on rabbinical
discussions contained in jicSpo7!ses fo

Suf f ;ering in Classical Rabbinic Literaf#re by David Kraemer (OUP, 1995)(I).
Kraemer's book is the first systematic
study of its subject. Following Neus-

ner, Kraemer is concerned to see each
text as a whole, rather than isolating
individual sayings of particular rabbis.
He seeks to discover the overall thrust
of the discussion in question, in its
context. He shows both the variety of
views and their development from the
Mishnah through to and including the
Babylonian Talmud. My own essay is
different. This is a personal response
in dialogue with those rabbinic writings, giving my own evaluation of
points of view, rather than that of the
text in question.
The predominant theme in the Bible
and rabbinic writings is that suffering
is a result of sin. If a person suffers
then they must have sinned. If that suffering seems disproportionate, this is
to be seen as an expression of God's
mercy, for the suffering now will be
much less than the suffering of the

wicked in the hereafter (p.87).
At an individual level, as an explanation of all suffering, this answer is

quite unacceptable. Time and again it
is the relatively innocent who suffer.
Civilians suffer most in wars. All round
the world it is the poor who are malnourished, starving, experiencing
manifold diseases and dying young.
The rich, some of whom are hard and
exploitative, live lives of comfort, re1atively unscathed. Nor does it help to
say that in the age to come the wicked
will suffer severely whilst the rela-

tively innocent, who have suffered in
this life, will be rewarded. For it is the
disproportionate nature of the suffering which is the affront. "All right, I
am not perfect", a person might say.
"But to be punished by losing both my
children in a car accident is grotesque

- and what about them?" The idea that
there is a strict correlation between sin
and suffering, the latter being an exact
penalty for the former, must be firmly
rejected.
It is, however, vital to hold on to the
Scriptural and rabbinic conviction that
at age#erc[/ level, there is a connection
between sin and suffering. Actions
have consequences: and wrong actions
have destructive consequences. They
cause harm, bring about suffering. At a
general level the suffering of people in
the former Yugoslavia as a result of the
fighting, as in all wars, is the result of
human sin. The suffering of so many
children as a result of family disharmony and break-up is the consequence
of sin. The fact that it is the poor who

suffer throughout the world again, is a
result of sin, as expressed and maintained through unjust economic
systems and political regimes. It is the
poor who always suffer most as a result of natural disasters. The rich live
away from earthquake zones or reinforce their houses, the poor carmot. The
only land avallable to the poor, as in
Bangladesh, is too often that which is
swept by floods. We live in a world
darkened by sin, with the resultant terrible suffering falling so often on the
most vulnerable and powerless.
Some Biblical and rabbinic writers
recognised that it is very difficult to
believe that in the case of a particular
individual, there is an exact equation
between sin and suffering. They therefore asserted that God had a different
purpose in mind. The suffering was to
test and strengthen the character, as
gold is tested in the furn;ce, to use an
image they often repeated, to make it
better fitted for the world to come. This
is not punishment but `the sufferings
of love" as the rabbis termed them.
Again, there is an important truth in
this at a general level. We recognise
that many of the qualities we most admire in human beings, their courage,
patience, sympathy and love are given
an opportunity to arisejust because life
is not always easy. In Eden there was
no need for courage, because there was
no fear, no need for patience because
there was no hardship, no need for
sympathy because there was no suffering, no need for a love that bears all
things, because there was nothing to
bear. We can therefore agree, however
reluctantly, that if we want these qualities which we so much admire, earthly
life cannot be a paradise. If it is a "Vale
of soul-making", then that Vale must
have its rocks as well as its green pastures.
All this may be true at the general
level but it simply does not work in
relation to individuals. Suffering can
break people as much as it improves
them. We work on the assumption,

quite rightly, that a good home, with
enough to live on, will be more likely
to produce decent people than one
wrackedbypoverty.Goodbreedsmore
good than evil ever can. Furthermore,
whilst it might be very good for me to
be tested and strengthened, often the
price is much too high. I may develop
all kinds of good qualities as a result of
the loss of my children - but I would
rather have them back. And what about
them? They had no say in whether they
were willing to lose their lives that I
might grow in courage and sympathy.

And in the end can we believe.in a God
who is always about to pull the carpet
from under us? Someone who claimed
to be a friend but who deliberately
tripped us up on the stairs in order to
break our leg and see whether we
would develop qualities of patience in
adversity, would not long remain our
friend. So with God.
We therefore come to one of the
most important insights of the Biblical
and rabbinic writings: the protest
against this whole way of thinking.
Protest against the idea that a particular individual is sufferin.g because of
his or her sins, protest against the idea

that God has sent the suffering that
they might develop in character. Classically it is expressed by Job in reaction
to the false comfort offered him. In the
rabbinic writings, although the general
tendency is that people should be encouraged to accept suffering as a test,

protest is allowed to break through. In
a Midrash, from the later Palestinian
period, on the Song of Songs, Rabbi
Yohanan became ill. When he was told
that his great suffering would bring
great rewards he replied: "I want neither
them nor their reward." (p.132). In the
Babylonian Talmud the question "Is
suffering dear to you?" is answered
with even more emphasis, "Neither it
nor its reward" (p.196). Then in the
discussion on death, the connection
between sin and suffering is even more
decisively refuted. The discussion
focuses on Adam, whose death was
regarded as a punishment for sin and
Moses who had lived a righteous life
but who still died. A conclusion of the
dialogue is "There is death without sin
and there is suffering without transgression" and the refutation of the
contrary opinion is a "definitive refutation" (p.185).

A dramatic example of the willingness of faithful people to carry the
argument to God himself occurs in the
rabbinic reading of the Book of
Lamentations. This concerns God contemplating destroying the Temple and
sending the Israelites into exile in Babylon. Abraham pleads with God
not to do this, so do Isaac, Jacob and
Moses, all to no avail. Then "Rachel,

our mother, leapt to the fray" and
pointed out to God that she had waited
for Jacob for seven years and that after
those seven years when the time came
for her wedding, her sister took her
place in bed. But having compassion
for her sister, Rachel crawled under the
bed on which Jacob was lying with her
sister and said:
I made all the replies so that he

would not discern the voice of my
sister. I have pald my sister only kindness and I was notjealous of her and I
did not allow her to be ashamed and I
am a mere mortal, dust and ashes ...
but.you are the king,living and enduring and merciful. How come that
you are jealous of idolatry which is
nothing and so have sent my children
into exile ... Forthwith the mercy of
the Holy One, blessed be he, welled
up and he said: "For Rachel I am
going to bring the Israelites back to

• their land."(2)

This moral protest agalnst what are
alleged to be the decrees of God has
found expression many times in response to the Holocaust, notably in the
work of Elie Wiesel. The tendency of
all monotheistic religions is to emphasise submission to the divine. One of
the great strengths of Judaism, as these
quotations show, is its anguished protest, its shift away from sheer
submission to argument and dialogue,
to having it out with God. The honesty
of this response is particularly important for the possibility of faith in our
times.

Suffering is not "sent" directly from
God, either for punishment or testing.
We need to look at the matter very
differently. Suffering is rooted in pain
and this capacity to be hurt is simply
part of our survival mechanism, as
much as our eyes or ears. Without this
sensitivity to pain we would walk into
fires, jump off cliffs and fail to seek
medical attention when we needed it.
Pain is nature's early waming system:
an essential feature of our existence as
physical creatures, if we are to survive
at all.

When we suffer, we have to respond.
First, in practical ways to try to eliminate or reduce the suffering. Then, if
that is totally impossible, as for example when someone we love has died,
other responses become necessary.
One instinctive, early response may be

protest and anger and this, as I have
suggested, is all part of enabling our
relationship with God to be real. But a

person might work through this `to
other, creative responses. The point
about this is that, as human beings, we
are free to make a response. It is up to
us. There is a possibility of something
genuinely, creatively new. It is not all
laid down in advance. When we look
at a shore-line we see the waves breaking endlessly on the beach. As a result
of mimons and millions of interactions
throughout time, those particular
waves beat there on that beach and will
go on doing so for as long as we can
imagine. There is an impersonality

about those waves. But we can make a
personal response to them in a variety
of ways. Some will go surfing, others
will simply gambol in the shallows.
Others will draw or paint. Some will
pray, thanking God for their beauty,
and others will reflect on the mystery
of nature and life. None of these responses exclude the others. There is a
creative interaction between the mind
and spirit of the person on the one hand
and the impersonal forces of nature on
the other. The pain we experience
through a broken leg or a cancer is a
result of forces no less impersonal than
those which brought the waves to the
shore. And we have the same opportunity for a personal, creative response.
For a believer, this response will be
worked out in dialogue with God.
There is a will of God for good in that
situation which is to be discerned and
done.
The distinctive response of Judaism
in the face of adversity is, creatively,
to choose life. As lrving Greenberg
puts it,
Every major Jewish catastrophe
has led to the falling away of some
Jews as they lost faith but every rnajor tragedy has also led to revival, as
other Jews strove harder to match
tragedy with hope.(3)

It was this powerful impetus which
led to the founding of the State of israel
after the Sfeoczfe. Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks
has written about the Jewish people:
Faced with destn]ction, it has chosen survival. Lo Amuf Ki Echyeh, szrys
the psalm: "I will not die but I will
live." And in this response there is a

kind of courage which rises beyond
theology's reach.(4)

Suffering is an inescapable part of
human life, arising either from our existence as vulnerable physical beings
in a material world or as a result of the
negligence, weakness and malevolence
of other human beings. It may be that
we come to believe that there is no
other way in which we could have
come into existence, that these are the
inescapable conditions of finite being,
that we could not be on any other
terms. But this acceptance, if it comes
about, has gone together with one of
the most deeply felt and passionate
convictions of Judaism, namely God's
will to overcome all evil and establish
his just domain. Time and again in the
Hebrew Scriptures this hope breaks
through. It is there in the rabbinic writings and it has sustained millions of
Jews in adversity down the ages. However long delayed, the time will come
when God's Kingdom will be established. If we believe that God loves

each person as though they were the
only one, then it is difficult to avoid
the conclusion that God' s perfect kingdom must gather into it all who have
ever lived and that all wrong in history
will be put right and that God' s faithful
ones who once suffered will be revealed in all the glory and beauty of
their being. Indeed some would maintain that this hope is fundamental to the
retention of faith in a wise and loving
Creator. Although this hope grew up
comparatively late in Biblical times
and though many Jews today sit light
to it, I believe it is basic to Judalsm as
to any faith in a God who is to be
trusted and loved. For God is not a
social engineer. He is not simply concerned to achieve a perfect society in
the future for which the whole of previous history pays the price. He is
concerned with all who have gone before.
An integral aspect of this hope is the
conviction that good people will be
rewarded and evil ones punished. This,
too, is fundamental to Biblical and rabbinic writings as it is to any belief in a
God who is truly just. Despite all ap-

pearance to the contrary, this is God's
world and in the end hisjustice will be
established and revealed for all to see.
In place of the cruelty and injustice of
human regimes, there will be only
God's just and gentle rule. Here, however, emerges a moral conundrum.
Should we not do what is right for its
own sake? And does not a system of
rewards and punishments undermine
any attempt to achieve that. In one of
the j4ggrdz.c Midrashim there is a discussion about whether death is an evil
or whether it is part of the creation
which God pronounced good. The opinion of Rabbi Yonatan is that death is a

proper part of life and it is right that both
good and evil people should die. For if
only evil people died and the good lived
for ever, the wicked would be tempted to
do good simply in order to stave off
death, for purely prudential reasons.
The real reason for death, even of
the righteous, is so that the wicked do
not do deceitful repentance and the
wicked not say, "The righteous live
eternally only because they store up
Adz./zvo/ and good deeds," and thus
their performance of these deeds will
not be for their own sake but only for
the purpose of receiving a reward.
(p.136)

This opinion was not accepted but it
heightens the dilemma.
For us there can be no question of
death being regarded as a punishment
for sin. Death belongs to the natural
order (p.89 and 162). We were always

as destined to die as were cockroaches
and flamingoes. Sin had nothing to do
with it. The question therefore arises as
to why God creates us as mortal creatures, with only a limited lifespan? And
why he does not give us a clearer picture of what might lie beyond death? It
is possible to hazard a guess about this.
First, if we lived for ever as finite
creatures it would be difficult if not
impossible to make anything of our
life, there would always be a tomorrow
and therefore the possibility of endlessly putting things off. The fact that
we only live for a short period forces
us to choose and act; to live out what
matters to us. We can compare an artist, a sculptor, for example, who always
has to carve a specific piece of stone, in a
specific period, even if it is a long one.
He does not have endless materials
and endless time. The particularity and
the specificity is of the essence. So it is
with the shaping of our lives. Death is
the edge of the canvas, the shape of the
rough stone, the three hours which audiences will stand watching a play.
Given limits we are forced to choose,
to shape things in one way rather than
another, to decide what is important.
Secondly, if I knew that, for example,
lying would lead to a specific amount
of post-mortem pain, in precisely the
same way that I might know the effects
of certain drugs, it would be difficult to
avoid being honest for purely prudential reasons. There is nothing wrong
with prudential self-interest. We could
do with more of it. But in order for us
to appreciate the good for its own sake
and pursue it because it is desirable in
itself, there needs to be a degree of
unknowingness about the exact relationship between doing good and good's
reward. If there was an exact and certain
calculus available, disinterested love as
we know it, could not emerge.
We can see therefore that for us to
shape our lives as an artist shapes his
or her materials into a work of art, we
need the horizon of death, the discipline of a limited number of days. To a
person of faith in God's justice, we
need a hope that this will indeed be
established. Yet at the same time it is
important that this should not be spelt
out in exact and certain detail. Otherwise we would just be like people
pressing buttons on a computer, knowing that each button would have a
corresponding symbol on the screen.
The uncertainty and unknowingness of
what will happen after death creates
the conditions in which we can do good
for its own sake. We could use the
analogy of a developing relationship

between two people. One of them
wants to marry the other and hopes and
believes that this will one day come
about. But if they start to be kind and
to give presents in order to bring about
that result, we would think that something was wrong. These should be done
for their own sake. On the other hand,
it is hardly wrong to hold out hope that
the relationship will develop to a point
where marriage would be natural. This
is where the relationship, if it deepens,
would lead. Similarly, heaven is where
our relationship with God leads. Hope
for the establishment of God's Kingdom must be strong enough for us to
retaln a faith in divinejustice but indistinct enough in its details for us to
come to appreciate good for its own
sake. And these are the conditions under which the person of faith finds
themselves living.
The danger of stressing the autonomy of the world and its processes is
that this could become indistinguishable from Deism. If God lets things
"be", with their own life, does He then
just stand back? No: for moment by
moment He holds all things in being
and moment by moment He enables all
things to go on being th6mselves. In
addition, God has the jnfinite capacity
to go out of Himself and enter into the
context and feelings of others, to know
them from within and feel them from
within.
A seven-year-old girl is abducted,

sexually assaulted and murdered.
Where is God here? we ask, a question
humans ask a thousand times a day. In
faith we believe God is present. As the
girl suffers, so does God. He suffers in
her for her. He suffers also because of
the twisted mind of the perpetra.tor. He
is in anguish here and elsewhere to the
end of time. But He seems to do nothing, absolutely nothing. What good is a
God who weeps as Macnamara
allegedly wept over the war in Vietnam, doing nothing to stop it, who
wrings his hands or holds them up in
horror?
God, we believe, lets things take
their course, for that is what creation
means and He Himself suffers in and
through all things. He is present as "the
infinitely gentle, infinitely suffering
thing" and he goes down defeated, as
much as that seven-year-old girl does,
goes down defeated a million times a
day. In a discussion in the Aggedz.c
Adz.drczsfe!.#€ the focus is on the phrase in

Lamentations 2, 3: "He hath withdrawn
his right hand in the presence of the
foe." Israel is bound and helpless.

Rabbi Azariah and Rabbi Abbahu say:

The Holy One, blessed be He, said:
it is written, "I will be with him in
distress" (Psalm 91,15). Yet now my

children are in pain and I am in comfort? Consequently, as though it were
possible, "He withdrew his right hand
in the presence of the foe." a.139)

The thrust of this Midrash is to look
for an end to the enslavement of Israel.
But as that opinion indicates, for the
moment God has let himself be powerless with his powerless people. He does
not use his right hand of power to save
them. He lets events take their appalling course and suffers with them. "I
will be with him in distress."
There are other clear sayings that
make the same point.
AIgirrL. the Encyclopaedia Judaica
sums up the thought of Franz Rosenzweig in these words:
The descent of the Sfeekrfej.HczA upon

man and its dwelling among men is
conceived by Rosenzweig as a separation which occurs in God himself.
God descends and suffers with his
people, wandering with them in exile. At the end, it is God who suffers
the most and a remnant of Israel who
bears his sorrow.

This insight has recently received
fresh acknowledgement and endorsement from Rabbi Albert Friedlandel5j.
Despite the tragedy and suffering of
human existence it has been the unfailing conviction of Judaism that life is a
blessing; that, despite everything, it is
better to have lived than never to have
lived at all. The fact that God foresaw
the sin and suffering and still went
ahead with creation, is an expression
of his mercy:
Rabbi Berekhahi said: When the
Holy One, blessed be He, came to
create the first human, God saw righteous and wicked people arising from
him. God said: If I create him, the
wicked will arise from him. But if I
do not create him, how will the righteous arise from him?+ What did the
Holy One, blessed be He do? God
removed the way of the wicked from
before God's sight andjoined the attribute of mercy to himself and
created Adam (p.121 ).

Justice, if applied too strictly, would
not have allowed for the creation of
human beings.
All human beings are conscious of

the suffering and tragedy of the world.
But if we were totally burdened and
broken by this, if we allowed ourselves
to be overwhelmed, we would be no
use to anyone. It would in effect be a
denial of life. For life invites, demands
us to get up and get on and, despite
everything, to still find opportunity for
laughter and play. Yet we can never

quite forget, nor should we. We pay a
visit to the grave, we keep a photo on
the bureau, we erect war memorials,
we have our rituals. This approach, at
once life-affirming and sensitive, balanced and practical, is memorably
expressed in the Tosefta:
Not to moum at all is impossible,
for the decree has already been enacted, but to moum too much is also
impossible. Rather the sages said
thus: a man should plaster his home
with plaster and leave a small amount
unplastered in memory of the temple
a.76).

We are to get on with living but not
to forget.
People in the past sometimes said
too much in the way of explaining and
justifying suffering as sent from God.
The waning of the Tosefta is pertinent:
Just as there is over-reaching in
trade, so too is there oppression by
words and, moreover, oppression by
words is a greater wrong than oppression with money ... if illnesses and
sufferings were coming upon him, or
if he buries his children who have
died prematurely, one should not
speak to him as Job's colleagues
spoke to him a.69).

Those who suffer want those they
love beside them, sharing their pain.
Words justifying and explaining are
not usually wanted. Yet in the shared
suffering, in the deliberate reticence,
in the profound silence the hope remains; a hope sometimes expressed in
prayer and always looking for the appropriate practical response.
1. Numbers in brackets refer to the pages in
Kraemer's book where the text in
question is discussed. The full reference
is given there.
2. Discussed by J. Neusner in re//;.#g rcz/es,
Westminster/John Knox,1993, page
109f.

3. Irving Greenberg, "The Unfinished
Business of Tisha B'Av" in 7lfee ./ew;.sfe
Cfero#z.c/e, August 4th, 1995.

4. ]onathal\ Sacks, Faith in the Future,
Darton, Longman and Todd, 1995, page
242.
5. Dr Albert Friedlander, "The Concept of a
Suffering God in the Jewish Tradition
and its relation to Christian Teaching",
A44IVIV4, Theology Supplement. See also

Dialogue with a Di]:I ;erence, ed. Tory
Bay field and Marcus Braybrooke, SCM
1992, Part Three.
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founder of Liberal Judaism in England,
was a rabbi in all but name. An eloquent preacher, dynamic lay leader and
tireless organiser who lived into her
late eighties, she took on many of the
functions performed by rabbis today.
Two women do not make a long and

grand lineage but they do provide some
grounding for the contemporary voices
that fill the rest of the collection. As
the initial statements make very clear,
these voices are very diverse. f7e¢r O#r
yoj.ce might better be called "Hear Our
Voices." Women rabbis are not a ho-

mogeneous group - they come from
different places geographically, re]igiously and temperamentally. Rabbi
Jackie Tabick, the first woman to be
ordained in England, is also the only
author in the collection who would
"like to think that having a woman

Judith Plaskow
Sybil Sheridan, ed.
HEAR OUR VOICE: WOMEN
RABBIS TELL THEIR STORIES
SCM Press, London,1994.
pp.203, pb £9.95

the exceptional, learned woman of

IN rabbinic
HER ESSAY
literature,
ON
Rabbi
BERURIA,
Elizabeth
Sarah points to a crucial difference
between Beruria's time and our own.
Beruria's teachings, she argues, failed
to become part of the chain of tradition,
not simply because she was excluded
from the male-to-male process of
scholarly transmission but also because
there was no community of educated
women that might have preserved and
handed down her wisdom. Jewish
women today, however, have what
Beruria lacked, she says: ``Jye feavc
o#e cr#offeer. Over the past two
decades,
Jewish
women,
as
a
community, have been laying claim to
the tradition. We have been talking
with one another, sharing our insights
and experiences and making sense of
our own terms of the tradition which
has excluded us." Thus, while
contemporary women may have only
limited success in recovering the
histories and sayings of women of the

past, we can ensure that the work of the
present generation is passed on as part
of the Jewish heritage to those who are
yet to come.
This commitment expressed by
Rabbi Elizabeth Sarah -to recovering
and developing the perspectives of
Jewish women and to preserving them
and handing them on - captures the
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central message and purpose of f7eczr
Oi/r I/oj.cc. A collection of essays by
fifteen of England's nineteen women
rabbis, the book is broad in scope and
diverse both in the topics it considers
and in its approaches and points of
view. Yet it is largely unified in its
insistence that women rabbis can and
should make a difference c!s wome#,
that they have a particular obligation to
plunge into the silence that surrounds
women's history and experience within
Judaism and, in the areas of their particular strengths, to reclaim women's
voices and stories and proclaim them
to the world.
In her introduction, Rabbi Sybil
Sheridan remarks that, as one of the
first women rabbinical students at Leo
Baeck College, she was utterly indifferent to women leaders of the past,
feeling that claiming a female heritage
would only serve to make her more
"different" and marginal than she al-

ready was. The flrst section of f7eczr
Oi/r yoz.ce, "Who We Are", can be
seen as compensating for that early
lack of interest, for it prefaces personal
statements by several individual rabbis
with
essays
on two
important
"foremothers", Rabbi Regina Jonas
and Lily Montagu. Jonas, a German
who died aged forty-two in Auschwitz
in 1944, was actually the first woman
ever to become a rabbi. Although the
Berlin f7ocfescfeff/e at which she studied from 1924-30 refused to ordain her,
the union of Liberal Rabbis in Germany took up her cause and in 1935
Rabbi Max Dienemann granted her
semz.4feczfe, ordination. Lily Montagu, a

student [at Leo Baeck] made little difference" (p.20). Rabbi Hadassah Davis
talks about the challenges of being a
rabbi and a convert. Rabbis Julia
Neuberger and Aviva 'Kipen discuss
their paths to and choices within the
rabbinate.
Much of the meat of the collection
lies in its second and third sections,
which deal with aspects of biblical and
rabbinic literature from a variety of
perspectives. These essays provide a
sense of both the diversity among the
contributors and the range of questions
opened up by the attempt to reclaim
women's experiences within the Jewish tradition. Most of the articles fall
into one of the major stages in the feminist critique and reconstruction of
women's history - the exploration of
male images of women or the recovery
of women's experiences and cultures.
Feminist research in many disciplines initially focused on male

attitudes towards and images of
women, both because these images
were so pervasive and because they
seemed to shape the parameters and
possibilities of women's lives. A
number of the essays explore the images of women in particular Jewish
texts, sometimes seeking role models

that women can affimi and sometimes
criticising the constructions of femininity offered by the tradition. Rabbi
Rache] Montagu, in a rather apologetic
piece, discusses a range of women in
the Bible, suggesting some ways in
which they can "[increase] our pride in
ourselves as women and as Jews".
Rabbi Sheila Shulman offers an interesting reading of the book of Judith,
placing Judith not only at the "centre
of the action" but also "at the centre of
the religious life of the book." Rabbi
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Barbara Borts deals with folktales about
Lilith and other demons, showing how
they function as vehicles for the social
control of women.
But images of women, positive or
negative, do not necessarily tell us how
women actually lived. While they form

part of the cultural environment in
which women came to know themselves and within which they must
function, they are also ideological constructions. We never know how widely
they were accepted outside particular
elite circles, or whether they corresponded to any historical reality. For
this reason, it is essential also to mine
available evidence as to women's
actual roles and practices in any given

period. Rabbi Marcia Plumb, in an
interesting article that could well be
expanded, explores the world of women's rituals as it emerges from the
Adz.sfe#czfe and rose//a, suggesting that
synagogue roles were more open to
women in the first and second centuries than they are today. Rabbi
Amanda Golby looks at the traditions
concerning the relationship between
women and f3osfe Cfeoc7esfe, discussing

rabbinjc texts as well as historical data.
The issue of women's historical
roles is not simply of academic inter-

est, for history is a powerful warrant
for contemporary Jewish practice.
Women's exclusion from a range of
positions is continually being justifled
on the grounds that "it has never been

that way". In offering new versions of
Jewish history, feminists both expose
the ideological uses to which history
has been put and counter with an
agenda of their own. Rabbi Sylvia
Rothschild, in a particularly valuable
piece, examines the origins of separate
seating in the synagogue and suggests
that it emerged only in the Middle
Ages. The ef.fort to locate the women's
gallery in biblical times represents a
projection back of a much later devel-

opment, she argues, so that "the
question of whether it is possible to
change age-old custom" is already the

product of an history shaped to justify
women's marginalisation. Rabbi
Shulman suggests that in shaking up
the Jewish community by raising new
questions, women are analogous to the
biblical prophets. "We're doing what
we're doing because we feel we have
to. We are awkward. We make trouble.
And we certainly do not go about crying `Peace, peace,' when there is no

peace." Like the prophets, women seek
to participate in /j.44£/# o/a", the mending of` the world but in ways that the
prophets never envisioned.
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In the last section, "Speaking for a
New World", the book lifts up an issue
implicit in many of the other pieces in
the collection, the contradiction between women assuming new roles and
the content of tradition. So long as
women were excluded from the rabbinate, attaining ordination seemed a
sufficient goal. Having achieved it,
however, many women rabbis and nonrabbis, now experience an incongruity
between their leadership in Jewish life
and the language of tradition and the
prayerbook. Although on one level, all
of f7eczr Oz# yo!.ce is a response to this

problem, the essays in the last section
make it a particular focus, pointing to
the many levels of transformation of
Judaism that the integration of women's voices requires. As Rabbi
Alexandra Wright suggests, there is no
area of Jewish scholarship or the Jewish experience untouched by the
feminist critique. While she provides
an overview of feminist theological
issues, Rabbis Montagu and Helen
Freeman focus on needed changes in
liturgy and images of God. Rabbi Montagu calls for revision of the language
of the prayerbook and Rabbi Freeman
discusses the image of

C4ocfermczfe.

Rabbi Borts rounds out the section by
raising a different kind of question, the
meaning and ramifications of women's
encroachment into traditionally male
space. She points out that, while, sup-

posedly, women are exempt from
positive commandments that must be
performed at a particular f;.we, in fact,
"almost all the mitzvot from which
women are `exempt' have to do with
space". Men and women sharing space
then becomes the most fundamental
battle in the transformation of Judaism, with men needing to give up a
sense of entitlement and ownership and
women needing to claim the ground
from which they have been excluded.
What is most striking to an American reader about f7eczr O£/r I/oj.ce is
that it is written by women rabbj.s
claiming their ground and identity. So
far as I know, there is no analogous
book in the United States and it is difficult to imagine one being written. One
reason for this is that there are now so
many women rabbis from three different denominations that they share very
little sense of collective identity or
commitment. But also, in the United
States, it is not just or especially

women rabbis who are at the forefront
of the struggle for the transformation
of Judaism. That role is often filled
either by feminist academies or feminists in a wide variety of communal

roles. The many rabbis who have been
activists, therefore, have not necessarily been visible as rczbbz.s but have
functioned in alliance with women
from many walks of life.
The fact of its rabbinic authorship is
crucial to this collection accounting for
both the weaknesses and strengths of
the collection. Because the book strives
to include the diversity of perspectives
that make up Leo Baeck College's female rabbinic graduates, it cannot
highlight any particular voice as the
organising and unifying centre. This

gives the book a somewhat eclectic
character. Some authors approach texts
through the apparatus of critical scholarship, others out of pastoral and
homiletical concerns. Some articles are
semi-scholarly, others more popular.
Moreover, the tension between feminis/ and femim.#e perspectives that runs
through the collection does not itself
become an object of reflection. Wrfecz/ j.s

ffee p#rpose of retrieving women's experiences? While some of the
contributors clearly approach this task
from critical and transformational perspectives, others seem to operate out
of various notions of male/female
complementarity that are much less
challenging to tradition. It would be
interesting to hear the women included
in the volume discuss their differences,
describing their diverse goals and clarifying the nature and import of the
tensions among them.
But also because of its rabbinic authorship, f7eczr Oi/r yoj.ce succeeds
very well at being what it is. It addresses a broad lay audience, covers an
extraordinary range of material,
touches on a large number of important issues and provides its readers with
models for their own continued explorations. It presents women rabbis in
their individuality and diversity, offering enough variety in approaches to
tradition for everyone to find something with which to connect. Perhaps
most important, the book captures a

particular moment in the struggle toward a truly egalitarian Judaism -the
moment when achievement of a first
measure of equal access opens up
broader and deeper questions. In bringing together a group of women
particularly qualified to explore these
questions, this book also contributes to
creating the community of women that

can grapple with them into the futurel
JUDITH PLASKOW /.s P/.Q/esso/. Q/./.e/J.g/.ows
s[udies ai Manha[tan College, Bronx, New York
and a Jewish feminist Iheologlan. In June.
1992. she \`ias the keynote speaker ai the ./`irsl
I.Hal.I.-Emp[.v Bookcase" con./.erence in London.
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one person caught my eye and I
crudely manoeuvred things so I could
take her home. As Alexandra Levitt
was far too polite and well-mannered,
I was invited in.

THE HUSBAND'S TALE
In recent issues Of MANNA, we have carried articles by several
rabbis' wives. To continue this occasional series, we thought that it
was high time we heard from a rabbi's husband.
Accordingly, we invited Roderick Wright to share
his experiences with MANNA readers.

Roderick Wright
A¥::t#"::iio::"rp:u:zu:el:t:A;io::
what on earth I could say that would be
of interest or of enlightenment.
But the reality for a chartered accountant in contact with business and
other professional people is that rabbinical life is not like any other
professional's life. As well, women
rabbis in Great Britain are still relatively new so the experience of a male

partner is new.
Where does one start? A rabbi I
know would answer "at the beginning."
I was born into an observant house-

hold. My father had gone through
cfeeder canying off every prize possible and my mother was also from an
observant family. My definition of `observant' needs explanation. We made
Shabbat each Friday night and kept
kosher. I remember crockery being
changed each PesczcA (Passover). I re-.
member going to sfe#/ with an uncle in
Hendon, a kosher butcher. I especially

remember sitting at the end of a long
table on the first night of Pesach, this
uncle at the head of the table, whilst
my father and a cousin of my mother
raced each other through parts of the
service, slowing down only to thump
out cr/ sfe#m mo ...! I also remember

going on a coach from Wembley to
Upper Berkeley Street to cfeeder. When
I was six or seven, the family moved
firstly to the north of England, then out
to the Far East, where I stayed until I
returned to boarding school at the age
of eleven. Even in the Far East we lit
candles every Friday night and I
remember my mother fasting and
saying prayers on yon Kj.ppwr, in spite
of the complete absence of a Jewish
community.
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At boarding school, West London
Synagogue sent me correspondence
lessons. I went to special holiday
classes at the synagogue an was duly
one of the first b '#ez. mz./z"ife of a new

assistant minister by the name of Hugo
Gryn. I didn't realise how fortunate I
was to have both Rabbi Werner van
der Zy], z!.cfero#o /j.vrocfeczfe and Rabbi

Gryn at my Bar Mitzvah. Such was the

pressure of numbers, there were four
of us who were b'#ej. mz./zi/czfe at the

same time - not an unusual occurrence
then.
In later years, I joined the Youth

Club, went to Frensham Heights summer camp, taught at cfeecJer, until this
conflicted with more earthly duties.
Altogether, I had an unusual but secure
and happy childhood. Like many of
my generation, learning about the
5:feoofe, the events of the Suez Crisis,
the Six-Day and Yom Kippur Wars,
had an influence. In my case, it was a
combination of `never again' and `1ife
is like a sewer: what you get out of it
depends on what you put into it'.
I had a stable existence and good
education from this country, a good
Jewish education from West London
Synagogue and it was `pay-back' time.
My teaching at cfeeder ceased when
the time requirements for the Territorial Army, in which I have now served
for twenty years, became onerous. I
helped in various capacities at West
London Synagogue and have done two
spells on Council as well as numerous
other committee jobs.
I was `looking after', as auditor and
general financial advisor, the Youth
Section of the World Union for Progressive Judaism and going on their
conferences to assist and to meet peo-

ple. One morning, at a conference near
Canterbury, prior to a session starting,

We saw each other intermittently for
the next eighteen months while Alex
did her teacher training in Yorkshire
and started teaching in a comprehensive school in Chorley Wood - where
her congregation, Radlett and Bushey,
now hold their High Holyday services.
I proposed just after she had been accepted by the Leo Baeck College and

we were married in the summer before
temi started. Our first home was a oneroom basement flat just up the road
from the College which was still at
Seymour Place.
Of course I did not know what I was
letting myself in for. What I saw of
rabbinical work, as a congregant and
on the funges of active communal responsibility, was only the public face
of the rabbinate, some 10%, I guess, of
their real work. The other 90°/o - and
the five years' training -was a voyage
of discovery, fascinating, intellectual ly
stimulating and, at times, very difficult
to deal with.
With my conventional upbringing,
the instinct to protect, help, guide and
succour is quite strong. This may, in
my case, be allied to the gender-role
that society seems to expect of its Jewish men. My professional training has
only served to reinforce this. Such
overtures of help, however, are almost
always invariably unnecessary, unwelcome and usually futile.
I was given a very sheltered intro-

duction to life as the partner of a
congregational rabbi by Jane Rayner
and carole Goldberg when Alexjoined
the Liberal Jewish Synagogue in St
John's Wood as associate minister after receiving se"j.4feafe in 1986. As a
man, there was no explicit expectation
of me. It was assumed I had my own
career, the social necessities simply did
not arise. This was wonderful, as was
sharing the joy and gladness of con-

gregants at the happy life cycle events
where Alex officiated. The reverse was
coming to terms with the demands of
constant preparation for sermons, lectures,
talks,
teaching
sessions,
congregational visits, committee meetings, council meetings, the 90% of a
twenty-four hour, seven day week,
fifty-two weeks a year.
What about holidays? One holiday,
we had not gone away and on Saturday
morning Alex went to another local
synagogue. The telephone rings and
someone asks for "Rabbi Wright". I
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reply: "It's Saturday morning and she's
at synagogue." "Oh, I `phoned the
synagogue and was told she was on
holiday, so I thought I'd catch her at
home." A minor miracle - I did not
lose my temper but answered quietly
and sensibly and then found out the
reason the person had called. It was a
bereavement. When I put the telephone
down, I almost broke out in a muck
sweat at what I might have said and
how inappropriate it would have been.
By comparison, at a sfej.vcz I knew
the immediate family but virtually no
one else. Rather than sit around spare,
I went into the kitchen where `the
women' were making tea and at-

tempted to take a tray to offer to the
mourners. They expostulated. I simply
said: "Role reversal!" They burst out
laughing and I was off and away. Being
so close to people at the happy and the
sad times is a rare privilege. One is being

let into private moments and, for those
who like and are happy being with
people, as I am, it is very fulfilling.

As a partner of a rabbi, I get support
from a variety of individuals and organisations. It would appear that there
is a large degree of insecurity in the
rabbinate at the present time. My work
as an accountant reinforces the percep-

tion that the Jewish community as a
whole has suffered in the last five years
of recession and, coupled with the increasing change in business and

professional life, where many of the
old verities no longer apply, job security for many is a thing of the past.
When you have accountants going
bankrupt or making compositions with
their creditors, lawyers going out of
business and architects and surveyors
with precious little work, is it any surprise that such insecurity has also
spread to the synagogue? Unfortunately, this manifests itself not only
financially but in general conduct
where expectations are put on rabbis
that are simply unrealistic. Rabbis do
also place unrealistic expectations
upon themselves and the people who
bear the brunt, no matter how it arises,
are their partners.
For most families, where both

partners work, evenings and weekends
are family time. But in my case, having
worked the week, the busiest time for
the rabbi in our family is Friday night,
Shabbat morning and Sunday. The
mis-match is obvious but this does not
make it any easier to deal with.
I am still in my early days as a rabbinic partner. A]ex has been a

congregational rabbi for nine years and
our children are still young, seven-anda-quarter and five-and-a-half. Looking
ahead, life is going to be interesting.
How will we deal with things like
Alex's sabbatical? Many of her colleagues are able to go away to do
research or simply to take a break. Is
this going to be possible? How will the
children cope with the pressures of
having a rabbi as a parent? Will I be
able to devote the time I would like to
further study, having a rather good
teacher readily available? Will Alex's
current congregation, where both she
and I are very happy and settled, still
be able to afford her in, say, seven or
eight years' time? If we have to move,
what effect will this have on the children's education? Will Alex still wish
to be a congregational rabbi in so many

years time? And whatever and wherever her work is, will I still be able to
commute to Hammersmith where my
practice is? Thinking of insecurity, will
I still have a practice in ten years' time?
And will the solicitors, surveyors, architects, medical people, business

people for whom I act still be around?
Business and life in general are changing so fast at present, all I can say is,
"Thank God for sj.mcfeczs!".
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NEW PRAVIRS
For the last twenty years, the British Rof;orm Movement has been engaged in liturgieal reform. In 1977, a radically revised
volume I Of Forras Of Prayer, for daily and Sabbath worship, appeared, edited by
Rabbi Lionel Blue and Rabbi Dr Jonathan Magonet
This was fiollowed, in 1985, by a revised volume Ill, tl.e Tne,chz;or for the High Holy Days by the same editors.
Earlier this year, their missing volume, volume 11, a malchz:or fior the three Pilgrim Festivals, Pesoich, Shayuat and Sukhot was launched.
The Liberal Movement has also been engaged iri liturgical revision and Siiddur Lew Chadash fior daily, Sabbath
and f:estival use, also ap|ieared earlier tl.is year.
What unitg5_the new Liberal stlddur and the Roform Festival "chlzor ls the use Of gender-inclusive language.
We hope to carry a symposium on these two new prayerbooks in the next issue of MANNA.
At the launch of the_ Roform Festival rna,chiz;or, Sue Jackson, who currently cl.airs tl.e Sukkat Shalom Refiorm Synagogue
in north east London and Karen Armstrong, who teaches at the Leo Baeck College,
gave their initial impressions of Roform's new Pilgrim Festival prayers.

Ww°Ao°:k;S;r:aa:S:,e?w°,:h:`uC::,`c:
tures or conversation?' She would not
have been disappointed in this one.
The pictures abound. There are wonderful visual images here of women
and of men, of places and of stories, of
memories and of dreams, of our past
and of our future.
Besides there are word pictures on
every page. Pictures that weave a tapestry of faith and hope and spirituality.
There are individual tapestries that
make pictures of each of the festivals.
The tapestry of Pesacfe: a tapestry that
weaves together slavery with freedom,
responsibility with empowerment. The
tapestry of sfeav#o/, again weaving the
sometimes heavy threads of responsibility, with the slender silken threads
of hope and of promise. The tapestry
of Sli/4kof: the rich colours of the harvest which we must protect from
fading away. There is, too, the tapestry
of Sj.rmcfea/ rorcz%, central to this book
with its threads weaving around us,
reminding us of our duty and our
rededication to our study of the Torah.
There are tapestriesjust as intricate and
as beautjfu] in an inspiring study anthology - each excerpt a picture in
itself and the whole a myriad picture,
forming and reforming in a kaleidoscope of images. And there is the
collective tapestry, this book, which
unites these pictures.
It was not just pictures that Alice
wanted. It was also conversation. She
would find conversations here to her
heart's content. Conversations that
have been and conversations that are
still to come. There are conversations
between our leaders and our teachers,
between modern writers and ancient
ones, between women and men, between Jews and non-Jews, between our
ancestors and our descendants. The

PICTURES AND
JOURNEYS
most important conversations are the
ones in which we ourselves engage.
Conversations which we undertake individually, with the words we read in
this book, with the people we encounter in its pages, with God, with
ourselves. There are also the conversations we undertake communally.
As a lay leader of a community, I
see a central focus of this prayerbook
as one which will raise issues for us as
communities. This is the new Festival
A4czcfezor of the Refomi Movement.

What does this mean to us? What does
it mean to be a Refomi Jew? What is
our place within the Reform Movement? How do we celebrate the
Festivals together? What relevance do
the Pj./grj.in Festivals have for us as
communities? And how can we use
this A4crc4zor to find answers, or at least
help us to think about the questions?
The introduction to this Wcrc4zor
states:
Whereas the High
Holyday
"crcAzor provides an opportunity for
an exploration of our individual
spiritual needs and commitments, the
Pilgrim Festivals address more
directly the `political' challeiiges
faced by the Jewish people as a
whole.

To start to think about some of these
challenges, I should like to begin not
with `the Jewish people as a whole' but

with my own community, a small community of some three hundred women,
men and children. What is our relationship to each of the Festivals?
Pesach. My community hasjust, after wandering not for forty years but
for fourteen, found a home of its own.
There is much joy in reaching our
promised land. But what are we enabled to do and what are the

responsibilities that go with this? There
are risks, too, in freedom. "Don't
wreck the old synagogue," the study
anthology warns me, "before you build
the new." In finding our physical
home, will we remember our spiritual
one? What is the freedom that Pescrcfe
brings? My community needs to explore these issues together.
Shavuot. A covenant between us
and God. But who are we? Is the word
inclusive or exclusive? Merle Feld tells
us in her poem "We all Stood To-

gether", found in the meditations
before the

Slfeczv#of evening service

that, although women and men stood
together at Sinai, only men had the

power of recording events and meanings.
Thus excluding women's
experiences and memories. This A4czcfe-

zor starts to fill the Half-Empty
Bookcase by including women's
voices. It is written in egalitarian lan-

guage, a language that includes both
women and men. Egalitarian language
has been an issue for my community,
as I am sure it has for most others. We
have, until now, solved it uneasily,
making compromises, finding ways to
bring about change positively, ending
up not really pleasing anyone. The language

of this
A4czcfezor and its
challenges to the masculine images of
God will enable both the women and
the men in my community to consider
issues of covenants and relationships,
to God and to each other, both inside
and outside our community.
Sukkot. A symbolically important
festival for my community. With the

purchase of our new home, we have
also changed our name from one which
located us geographically - Buckhurst
Hill Reform Synagogue -to one which
locates us spiritually -S1#kkcz/ Sfecz/o"

Reform Synagogue. How can we make
both our physical and our spiritual
home a Shelter of Peace? Despite the
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strong foundations of our buildings,
we need to remember the frailty of the
structures which we build around us
which can be destroyed all too easily.
How can we make the structures

stronger and what strengths can we
find from knowing that each year we
have to rebuild ourselves and the
importance of our relationship to the
environment around us? The services
and readings of s#4kof will remind my
community that we have, until now,
existed in temporary shelters, creating
a community together and yet living
amongst many other communities. We
will need to remember that, despite the
strong walls around us, we are not insular. We need to share in and preserve
our world.
Three separate festivals, bound together as our Pilgrim Festivals. Perhaps
the one defining thing about pilgrims

is the journeying that they have to undertake. Here, I have thought about the
ways in which my community can
make this A4crcfezor our own by thinking about some of the journeys that we
have undertaken together and the journeys that we will have to continue to
undertake. The pictures, the conversations, the issues, the search for answers
and for questions, the covenant between ourselves and this A4czcfezor, will
be entered into in many different ways,
by us as individuals, by us as a variety
of different communities and by us as
members of a Reform Movement. The
final service in this "czcfezor is that of
Sj."cfeaJ rorczfe. A celebration of Torah. Endings and new beginnings. The
start of the Sz.mcfeaf rorczfe evening
service talks of Torah as our heritage
and our future. This A4czcfezor will enable us to root ourselves in our tradition
and yet respond very positively to
change, enabling us to follow Alice in
Wonderland and j.ourney into our fu-

tures together.
Sue Jackson

like

myself

great traditions, pilgrimage helps worshippers to orient themselves and
discover their true priorities. Historians of religion tell us that the
pilgrimage is one of the very earliest
expressions of the religious impulse in
all cultures. Even Protestant Christianity,
which claimed to have outgrown the
old devotion to holy shrines and holy
cities, has shown signs recently of succumbing to the pilgrimage call, showing
perhaps that it is too deeply rooted in
humanity to be easily resisted.
Pilgrimage is, of course, a symbolic
action. The journey to a sacred spot,
whether made physically or only in
spirit, is a metaphor for an interiorjourney back to the Ground of Being, our
true Home. In a profound way, the religious quest is an attempt to find a home
in the world, as the Jewish scriptures
show so graphically. But home cannot
be defined in a narrow, territorial sense.
What religious men and women have
constantly attempted is to find their
place in the world, vz.s-a-vz.a one an-

other and the
Divine.
Liturgy
especially helps us to orient ourselves
on a weekly or daily basis. It also helps
us to effect those crucial rites of passage that reflect our physical and
spiritual development, reminding us,
as this prayerbook does so beautifully
in its rich anthology, that others have
made these journeys before us. The

prayerbook thus provides us with that
sense of continuity which is so vital to
religion. Liturgy enables us to graft the
new, the strange and the unfamiliar
onto the old and helps us to escape
from the prison of our loneliness by
rea]ising each week our kinship with

PRISON OF OUR
LONELINESS
outsider

ing the prayers and thoughts collected
here cannot measure up in any way to the
experience of hearing them spoken aloud
in the synagogue, in the community of
faith, for which they were intended.
Even so, I am very happy to have
this book on my shelf, because it is full
of readings that can be most valuably
used for private contemplation. While
leafing through its pages, I was struck
anew by the importance of the idea of
homecoming in religion. This is hardly
surprising, since this volume celebrates
the great pilgrim festivals. In all the

to

IT comment
IS DIFFICULT
fruitfully FOR
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previous generations.
But it is not always easy for liturgy

prayerbook -it is like claiming to have
"read an opera" or "listened to a bal-

to perform this important function for

let". Liturgy does not consist of words
written on a page but is a complex

piece of theatre, where singing, gesture,
music,
silence
and
the
companionship of the community all
play an indispensable part. Simply read-
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us. Like our theology, it constantly
needs to be reviewed to make sure that
it is still speaking to our condition here
and now and has not become fossilised
in gestures that time has rendered
meaningless. I remember spending
hours of my childhood in Roman

Catholic churches dazed with boredom, watching the distant rites of the
Tridentine Mass which had indeed become petrified in the past. Through a
series of historical accidents, the priest
had his back perpetually turned on the

people and muttered most of the Latin
words under his breath, while the congregation got on with their own
devotions. That is why we Catholics
needed the liturgical reforms of the
1950s that culminated in the decrees of
the second Vatican Council ( 1962-67).
I was privileged to experience the
liturgy as it should be at an early stage

of this reformation, when I was a
young nun. It was then that I learned
that liturgy can shape and form us at a
level that is far deeper than the cerebral and that it gives an entirely new
dimension to the words on the pages of
the prayerbook. On Easter Sunday
night, for example, the whole community would assemble in the dark cloister
outside the Church. We had spent the
past three days in silent preparation:
inside the Church the altars were
stripped and the room had been reduced to a pitch dark, echoing barn. At
midnight, the priest arrived and struck
new fire from flint to light the Paschal
Candle, which symbolised the risen
Christ. He would then pass this pristine
flame to all of us and, holding our
lighted candles, we used to process into
the dark church, behind the priest and
the Paschal candle. At three points during this procession, the priest would
stop and intone the words ``Lz/"e#
Cferisj!../ ", "The Light of Christ!", each
time on a higher note. We would reply
in kind, ``Deo GrczJ!.as./'', "Thanks be

to God!". As we walked into the
Church, bringing the light in wiith us,
the darkness was gradually dispelled
and by the end of the procession the
whole Church had been illuminated. It
was an extraordinarily moving experience of that hope for the final victory
of light over darkness, life over death,
good over evil, that lies at the root of
the religious yearning of humanity. It
made that aspiration real to me at a far
more profound level than any doctrinal
formulation of Christ's resurrection and
has stayed with me long after the doctrines and laws of the Catholic Church
have faded from my religious life.
Even Shakespeare can sound banal
on the page at times and needs theatre
to bring his words to life. We should
recall that in the western world, Greek
theatre began as part of a religious festival. Yet theatre and liturgy are not
easy genres. f7crm/e/ can yield a
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transcendant experience at the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre but can also be a
disaster in the village hall. The high

drama of the Easter Vigil was often an
excruciating muddle in the parish
church. I can understand why the
Catholic Church has sought to simplify the liturgy and bring it into the
vernacular but I sometimes wonder
whether it has not gone too far and
fallen prey to the curse of what E M
Forster called "poor, little talkative
Christianity." Today a church service
often wordily and tediously attempts

A BRUSH WITH

to explain Ez.# So/-the deity -to Itself
and expatiates at boring length on our
needs and failings which is surely unnecessary. Our Scriptures tell us that
God knows our needs before we voice
them. Thus, instead of helping us to
transcend ourselves, it is all too easy
for liturgy to mire us into our own
limitations.
So liturgy, like religion itself, is an

ongoing struggle. Each generation has
to grapple with the incomprehensible
Reality which we call "God" and work
out how to express it in ways that speak

profoundly to its own peculiar circumstances. That is why I salute this

prayer-book. The editors have struggled with language. How do we
address "God": is "the Eternal" a good
substitute? Or does it, too, fall short of
what we want to say? What are we to
do with the sexist language that Judaism, like all the major world traditions,
has inherited from a patriarchal past?
The editors' honest confrontation with
these insoluble problems is itself a reminder that, when we speak of or to the
Ultimate, we have come to the end of
what words and concepts can do. Even
the in felicities of liturgy should be a
salutary reminder that we have never
got religion stitched up neatly. Instead,

at every turn we are brought up against
the silence and mystery that should lie
at the end of worship.
In Christianity's Greek Orthodox
tradition, liturgy is regarded as the
source of all theological development.
Any authentic statement about God is
also required to have two characteristics: it must be silent and paradoxical

to remind us of the inadequacy of human speech when it confronts the final
Mystery. That is why this prayerbook
has performed such a valuable service
for the Reform Community. It has responded bravely and creative]y to the
challenge of speaking the ineffable, of
rooting the new in past tradition while
seeking a way to bring Judaism into
the hearts of congregants in the twenty-

firstcenturyl
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KarenArmstrong

Self Portrait with Candles, Lily Delissa Joseph
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PARTNERS
Julia Weiner
Museum of Women's Art, a

FIGURES
charitable
PUT
trustOUT
hoping
BY
to estabTHE
lish a permanent institution in London

in which to exhibit the work of women
throughout history, show that the work
of women artists is grossly under-represented in national collections. With
these figures in mind, I decided to find
out how many women were represented in the Ben Uri Collection,
London's major gallery of Jewish art. I
found that we have works by 81
women representingjust over a quarter
of the artists in the collection. That is
we]] above the national average. But
one must bear in mind that the collection comprises mostly works from the
twentieth century during which women
have been able to pursue studies and
careers in art with greater ease than in

previous centuries. One fact that became clear was that many of these
Jewish women artists working before
the Second World War were close relatives of male artists. To what degree
were their careers influenced by their
close relationship to another artist?
One of the earliest Jewish women to
take up painting in this country was
Rebecca Solomon (1832-1886), sister

of the genre painter Abraham Solomon
(1823-1862) and his Pre-Raphaelite
brother, Simeon (1840-1905). Both

Abraham and Simeon trained at the
Royal Academy Schools. Since women
were not admitted until the end of the
nineteenth century, Rebecca studied at
the less prestigious Spitalfields School
of Design.
Rebecca, who first exhibited her
work at the age of 18, was seen as a
figurehead of the women's art movement which emerged in Britain in the
1850s. Her works were regularly exhibited all
around the country
including the Royal Academy. But as
an unmarried woman, Rebecca seems
to have been very dependent on her
artist brothers and her career was

greatly affected by theirs. For many
years, she lived with Abraham and he
seems to have influenced her choice of.
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subject matter. Like him, she turned
out period dramas, often painting pairs
showing people in contrasting situations.
Abraham also found her work as an
assistant and copyist in the studios of
some of the best known artists of the
time including the Pre-Raphaelite
Millais. This was a traditional occupation
for women artists, since it was thought
that they were incapable of original work
and thus best suited to copying.
When Abraham died in 1862,
Rebecca settled with her younger
brother Simeon. Although Rebecca
had been exhibiting for seven years
before her brother' s works were shown
in public, many critics simply saw her
paintings as substandard works in a
similar style to his. Simeon and
Rebecca became notorious for their
flamboyant lifestyle and were so
closely linked in the public's mind that
when Simeon was arrested for homosexual offences in 1873, Rebecca also

fell from grace. Her works were not
exhibited after 1874 and, like Simeon,
she allegedly took to alcohol. She died
in 1886 after having been knocked
over by a cab.
Lily Delissa Joseph (1863-1940)
was the younger sister of Solomon J

Solomon RA -no relation to the previously mentioned Solomons - and, like
her brother, showed a talent for painting from an early age. Whereas
Solomon went to the Royal Academy
Schools, his sister received no formal
art training. The painting lessons that
her brother gave her may have been
her only instruction in art. Despite this,
their styles of painting are very different. Solomon was trained in the old
European academic tradition and,
though he continued to paint until his
death in I 927, his paintings only seem
to have been affected by more modern
movements in that his sitters began to
wear modern dress. Solomon's work
remained unchanged after Cubism,
Fauvism and Vorticism. Towards the
end of his life, he did produce a number
of small works in the Impressionist
style, though by then fifty years had
already passed since the first Impressionist exhibition.

In contrast, Lily Delissa Joseph was
a pioneer in many fields, painting beingjust one of them. In 1912, she was
unable to attend the private view of her
own exhibition because she was in
Holloway Gaol on a charge related to
the Women's Suffrage Movement. She
rode a bicycle - in bloomers - and
drove her own car. She learnt to fly
when in her late fifties and once attempted to drive to Jerusalem. Much to

her annoyance the car broke down in
Italy and she had to continue by rail.
This independent spirit can also be
seen in her paintings. The major influences on her painting were the old
masters, whose work she regularly
copied in the National Gallery. To pre-

pare for Self Portrait with Candles,
which is now in the Ben Uri Collection, she must have been studying
Rembrandt and his use of shadow and
light. However, she also painted a series of works showing rooms in the
National Gallery which, though apparently influenced by the Impressionists
in the sketchy depiction of figures, do
not imitate their bright use of colour
but instead reveal a palette limited to
white, cobalt, rose madder, orange
madder and black.
Lilian Holt (1898-1983) was inter-

ested in painting from an early age and
studied at Putney Art School from
1913-14 before starting work in an office. She took up painting again at the
Regent Street Polytechnic and then left
her job at the Prudential Assurance
Company when the opportunity arose
to go and work for the art dealer Jacob
Mendelson. She hoped that there she
would learn enough about the art world
to be able to follow a painting career
herself and her contract stated that she
would be allowed time to paint. Instead, she found herself exploited by
Mendelson. But through working for
him, she did meet a number of artists,
among them David Bomberg.
When they first met in 1923,
Mendelson attempted to use Bomberg's penniless state to dissuade Holt
from becoming an artist since there
was no money in it. Holt declared that
she was not interested in money and
was only interested in painting. This
statement attracted Bomberg's attention and he invited her to visit his
studio and one of his exhibitions where
they talked lengthily about his work
and he gave her advice on hers. A short
time later, Bomberg, who was married,
left for Palestine and a year later Holt
maried Mendelson.
When Ho]t and Bomberg met again
in 1928, both were on the point of
divorce and they moved in together
and married. Holt then accepted that
her primary role must be to help and
encourage Bomberg in his art and that
her desire to paint must once more
wait. "I had no time to paint while
doing the housework and posing for
David." Although she accompanied
Bomberg on his painting expeditions
to Spain and around Britain, she did
Continued on next page
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Rondo in the Sun, Andalucia, Spain by Litian Holt

not take up painting again until 1945,

when Bomberg began teaching at the
Borough Polytechnic. Realising that
his wife had always remained frustrated in her wish to paint, he suggested
that she join his classes.

Although Holt had not practised as
an artist for many years, her experience of working with Bomberg meant
that she had leant a great deal about
painting and particularly oil painting.
Previously, she had worked primarily
on paper in charcoal or water-colour
but now she, too, turned to oil. Her

works from this period are strongly
influenced by her husband's work, for
she worked fast and with similar loose,
gestural brush strokes. However, she
was not the only one of his students to
follow his example. Bomberg was, by
many accounts, an inspirational
teacher and taught his students to paint
in a similar manner to himself. In 1946
his students formed an official group,
the Borough Group, which exhibited
under his guidance. Holt was a founder
member of this group and of the Borough Bottega which succeeded it in 1953
and exhibited regularly with them.
Ho]t painted beside her husband during a visit to Cyprus in 1948, where
she first attempted landscape painting.
In her wish to record her reaction to the
landscape, she took significant risks,

going right to the edge of castle walls
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to set down on canvas the sheer drop
that was visible. After Bomberg's
death in 1957, she travelled extensively, visiting isolated sites in Mexico,

Morocco, Montenegro, Turkey and
Iceland to seek inspiration for her
painting. She also produced a number
of abstract works. She had her first
one-person show in 1971 and her work
was purchased for the Tate Gallery in
1980. She did not, however, regret the

years during which she had been unable to paint, for she knew that her
husband depended greatly on her encouragement. Her belief in him
continued after his death, when she
struggled and succeeded in having his
achievement recognised in this country. He is now regarded as one of the
most important British artists of the
twentieth century and his work is to be
found in many public collections.
Sonia Delaunay (1885-1979) was

another artist who put the needs of her
painter husband first and whose reputation as an artist in her own right was
only established after his death.
Adopted by a wealthy uncle at an early
age, Sonia Terk was raised in St Petersburg, where her talent for drawing
was recognised and she was sent to
Paris for further study. Once there, she
decided to become an artist, a decision
which, unsurprisingly, met with family
disapproval. So she entered into a mar-

riage of convenience with an art dealer,
Wilhelm Uhde, in order to stay in Paris.
In 1908, she met Robert Delaunay, the
son of a French Countess, who was
also a supporter of modern art and the
two married as soon as she obtained
her divorce from Uhde.
Sonia Delaunay's early paintings
were influenced by the bright colours
and simple designs to be found in Russian primitive art and in her first
exhibition with Uhde in 1908, she had
received positive reviews. She then
worked with Robert on evolving the
la.ngua.ge o[ simultan6isme, their

project to capture the tempo of modern
life on a two-dimensional surface using the colour theories of physicist
Eugene Chavreul. However, in 1909,
Sonia gave up painting and, though
she took up her brushes again in 1912,
her paintings were not exhibited during Robert's lifetime. Instead, she
turned to the decorative arts, producing
embroidery,
bookbinding,
ceramics and, from 1913, the sz.ma£/-

fcz#eoc/s dresses and fabrics for which
she has become renowned. This was a
considerable sacrifice for Sonia after
all her struggles to remain in Paris and
become an artist, especially since the
decorative arts have never been valued
as highly as the so-called `fine arts' of
painting and sculpture. She recognised
this inequity herself. "There is really a
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flagrant injustice towards us two," she
wrote. "I was classified in the decorative arts and they did not want to
admit me as a fully-fledged painter."
However, she was able to make money
from her endeavours, especially necessary after the Russian Revolution of
1917 cut off her income from her family. Her dresses were in demand and, in

I AM JEWISH

believing in God.
`You can be a Jew without believing

BUT . . .

1919, the `Casa Sonia' opened in Ma-

drid. She also designed furniture,
carpets and other interior furnishings
and, at one point, she was employing
thirty workers. In contrast, her husband's paintings rarely sold.
The Delaunays fled to the South of

France at the outbreak of the Second
World War and Robert died in Mont-

Julia Pascal
The religious Jewish world is
riddled with internecine warfare
and endless bickering. But a
considerable number Of Je:ws have
no religious aj:f iiliation and classify
lhemseives as secular afheis{. `If

pellier in 1941. On her return to Paris
in 1945, Sonia first occupied herself

Judaism has no religious content for
you, then who( does your Jewish

with organising a retrospective of her
husband's work and, in preparing a
cczfcr/ogre rcz;.so##6 of his work which
appeared in 1957. She could then
concentrate on her own career and the
first major retrospective of her own
work was held in 1958, followed by
over 50 one-woman exhibitions. Her
reputation steadily increased whilst
that of Robert waned.
Many other Jewish women artists
were married to fellow-artists. They
include Else Meidner, wife of Ludwig,

idenf ity mean? ' We put lhis question
I o I he plc[ywrighf and prodrcer Julia
Pascal.

Lena Pil]ico, wife of Leopold Pili-

chowski, Adele Reifenberg, wife of
Julius Rosenbaum, Theres,a Bernstein
who was married to William Meyerowitz and Marguerite Thompson
Zorach, wife of the sculptor William
Zorach. At a time when there were few
Jewish artists and many had to struggle
to overcome family resistance and to
fund their way through art school, it
must have been particularly difficult
for Jewish women to pursue such
careers, for they had to overcome two
sets of obstacles. The fact that several
of those women who succeeded in their
aims were closely related to artists and
thus were able. to study and work
closely with their relations suggests
that a number of other women may not
have been so lucky due to the odds
being stacked too highly against

theml
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She studied at St Edmund Hall, Oxford and at
the Courtauld Institute Of Art and has been
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Jewish Chronicle. Works by Lily Delissa
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think it would have been better to have
sent me to a Jewish school. I am not
sure. I leant survival tactics and to live
on my wits, no mean training for later
life. Anyway, by twelve, I had stopped

Jew in primary school. My mother
IFIRST
told me,
UNDERSTOOD
`If someone tells
I WAS
you the
A
Jews killed Jesus, make sure you say it
wasn't the Jews but the Romans.' She
conveyed something awful in the
atmosphere surrounded these words.
One sunny morning in a Blackpool
school yard a sweet blonde pony-tailed
little girl screamed at me, `You killed
Jesus.' I didn't remember my mother's
words, instead I yelled back, `No I
didn't. I wasn't born.'
I gained my revenge on the exclusive band of Aryan minxes, later
hinting at secret knowledge of the
workings of girls' bodies. When I told
them that they would bleed each
month, in their pre-pubescent ignorance, they probably thought it some
Jewish plot. When I threatened to poison their free school milk with some of
my doctor father's drugs, they treated
me with awe. I remember wishing that
I, too, was snub-nosed like them with
straight blonde hair that would fall
neatly in to a fringe. Being the only
Jewish girl in my primary school was
not always easy. I remember the endless forty minute ritual of morning
prayers, pretending to sing hymns,
avoiding saying Jesus, son of God. The
autumn term depressed me with its
preparation for Christmas. Guilt-filled
Easter quickly followed. All those terrible crosses with
THAT man
miserably hanging up. I first loved
Israel for its absence of crosses. If I
remember one piece of music it is `Onward Christian Soldiers marching as to
war', the sound of hundreds of joyous
children belting out these words made
me shudder with fear. Some might

in God.' my father told me. `A Jew's
duty is to live in Israel,' he continued
and the presence of the JNF box reinforced his opinion. A picture of Anne
Frank hung in his surgery. I used to
envy her place in my father's heart.
Like her, I wanted to make a name for
myself. I studied ballet and secretly
vowed to be a dancer. After discovering Shakespeare I decided I wanted a
career in theatre. I was to become an
actress. In my father's eyes this was
admission to a life of debauchery!
`Your duty is to be fruitful and multiply,' was his response, `not to go on
the stage.' I said I had no intention of

manying, at least not for years and that
anyway I did not want children. Changing nappies and looking after children
has never appealed to me and I had
already seen the frustration of so many
intelligent women imprisoned by the
duties of motherhood. To him a woman
who refused to have children was an
oddity. And of course he was insistent
I should many and I should many a Jew.
`Remember,' he told me, `if you
ever marry out, I will sit sfe!.vcr. It's

better to malTy a Jew who beats you
than a gentile who is kind.'

No wonder it took me years to understand Judaism. In my thirties I went to

the British Library to read the ra/m#d. In
my northern English family, still so influenced by the Lithuanian sfe/ef/, girls
were not encouraged to be leamed. I am

sure leaning was even considered dangerous. It was in the Blackpool girls'
grammar school that I started to love
knowledge. In cfeeder I learnt little
Hebrew but at school I was good at

French and, to my father's horror, not
bad at German.
My mother's mother, a Rumanian
Jew who had ended up in Manchester
at the beginning of the century, taught
me a love of languages and a middle
European culture which once promised enlightenment. Both she and my
mother's sister, Edith Newman, during
the war a British Army officer, encouraged me to go to university. `Learning
is a load that's never too heavy to
carry,' said my immigrant grandmother who had never really learnt
English properly. I am sure, if she were
still living, she would be horrified by
my atheism. But I am sure she would
Continued on n.ext page
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be proud that I write. She once saw me
as an actress. I was a nun in a play
about Bernadette of Lourdes at the
Manchester Palace Theatre. I am sony
she is not alive to see that today, twenty

new moon, in order not to be .seen, you
understand. She went out and picked
up all the scraps of paper, the tiny messages that the people threw out. They
wrote on anything, a label from a

years after her death, I write for her
and her lost generation.
Here is the beginning of my version
of THE DYBBUK.

jacket, a handkerchief, any scrap of
material would do. The messages were
to warn children in hiding. Of course

LIGHTS UP ON
JUDITH
The rest Of the company have their
backs to the audience. They are
dressed in 1940s costumes. She is

dressed in today's casual clothes.

JUDITH
I was in Germany and they went on
strike. Not because of me. It was nothing to do with me. A little holiday with
my fianc6 combined with a little research for my job.
Satellite communication.
It was a hot spring day in Frankfurt.
In the park by the Opera House, just by
Goethe's statue, two hundred young

people were shooting-up. We were
walking hand in hand. And suddenly
we were in Dante's Inferno.
They were burning stuff, snorting
stuff, injecting stuff. It was a kind of
communal mass. One girl filled her
vein with heroin and then passed on
the syringe to another young woman. I
wanted to shout s/op, c7o# '/ fcz4e ;./. But
she was past knowing anything.
I took trains in the strike. There were
no trams or buses but the trains still ran
on time. To the second.
Strange things happen to me on
trains. I meet men. Of a certain age.

Men who have not enjoyed the mercy
of a late birth. For some strange reason, they are always drawn to me. They
are curious. They ask me something in
German and when I respond they tell
me my German is good and where did
I learn it? From my grandmother, I
say. Was she German? No, Rumanian.
Then I wait. Shall I pretend she was a
Christian? I can't.

She also spoke Yiddish.
Then they look at me hard. There is
usually a silence. Maybe they talk
about something else, the strike, what
a pity it is that there is no Berlin Wall,

the invasion of all those East Germans,
anything to cover what is going on
behind their eyes. And then, little by
little, it comes out.
`1 knew about the Jews. Yes, I knew.

I even helped them. My mother lived
on the Dutch border. She heard the
trains. She used to go out when it was a
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we collected all these messages and
filled up our kitchen table with them.
We tried to get messages to those hidden children. We did what we could.'
They don't always pretend to have
helped. Maybe that man did help. How
do I know? Sometimes they tell me of
their life in the Hitler Youth. Of their

joy in pointing out a Jew hiding a yellow star behind an empty briefcase. Of
Jews riding in trams refusing to ride in
the Jews' car.
I go to Germany and I think that
Hitler won. Where is my generation?
Where are my cousins?
Where is the dream of assimilation?
Oh yes, Hitler won. In Heide]berg, just
by Macdonalds, is the square where
they rounded up the Jews. I see a man
in a };czrwa//kcz, a kj.ppcz. He wears the

mark of a religious Jew in defiance.
Somehow he embarrasses me. As so
many religious Jews do. Am I ashamed
to be a Jew? Is this my own self-hatred?
My own anti-semitism? I don't even believe in God, so what makes me a Jew?
They don't talk of such things in my
family. Keep your head down. Be British, be cool, be part of the crowd.
More and more I think about my
family who vanished. I wonder what
happened to them.
I imagine them in a ghetto in Vilna

or maybe in Warsaw or Lodz. I know it
sounds strange but I am haunted by
faces, different accents, different bodies, all the lost cousins and aunts and
uncles whom I want to have known.
I see a blonde woman, a dark man, a
curly-haired redhead, a fair young
man. I don't know who they are but
they often come to me in dreams. They
say that a person can be f"ed with the
soul of another and that soul which has
died too early is a dybbuk but I, I, I
have so many dybbuks. Lz.gfe/z.#g

IN THE 81

CAME THI
Martin Sugarman
saw the formation of the Zion

THE MONTH
Mule Corps,
OFthe
MARCH
first indepen1915
dent Jewish fighting force to take
active part in a war since the destruction of the Temple by the Romans more
than 18 centuries previously. It marked
a momentous point in Jewish history.
The commander was Lt. Col. John
Henry Patterson DSO, a tall, elegant
and experienced Boer war veteran of
Northern Irish Protestant origin. He
was born in Dublin in 1867 and arrived
in Egypt during the First World War

just. at the moment when the British
Commander in the area, General Sir
John Maxwell, was looking for a suitable officer to raise and command a
Jewish military unit to fight against the
Turks in the Middle East.
At the same time in Alexandria,
Egypt, were several thousand Jewish
refugees and their families - many
Russian speaking - who had fled the
war-time occupation of Palestine by
Turkey and were being cared for by
the Egyptian Jewish community in barracks at Gabbari and Mafruza. Many
wished to put themselves at Britain's
disposal to liberate Palestine from Turkish rule and so take a step towards the
dream of a reborn Jewish homeland.
A few weeks before, on the evening
of 23 February 1915, a Jewish com-

mittee of eight had met at the house of
a Mr M Margolis in Alexandria. They
included the noted Zionist leaders
Ze'ev (Vladimir) Jabotinsky and
Joseph Trumpeldor. These two veterans had already met and they put their
plan about raising a Jewish Legion to
the committee where it was carried. On
2nd March, in a dim hall of the

change. Actors slowly turn around.

Mafruza barracks, about two hundred

They are carrying suitcases in their
arms. Slowly they let the cases fall to
reveal yellow stars on their left breastl

Jews met to discuss the plan. By the
end of the evening, one hundred signatures had been put on a piece of paper
torn from an exercise book, on which
was written a seven-line resolution in
Hebrew.
The British knew how much it would
benefit the war effort morally and materially to have under their command a
Jewish fighting unit. But when the Jewish delegation led by Jabotinsky went

]ULIAL PASCALL has written three Ho[ocausl

p/crys.. Theresa, A Dead Woman on Holiday
and The Dybbuk (inspired by Anski). The Holocaust Trilogy will be presented at the New End
Theatl.e in London in autumn, ]995. Her production Of Melanie Phillips' play. Traitors.
which dealt with anti-Semitism in the media
during tl.e Lebanon war. was presented at the
Drill Hall, London.
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fused to join, complaining it was demeaning for them to enter the arena of
Allied armies as a "donkey battalion".
But Trumpeldor argued, "We've got to
smash the Turk. On which front you
begin is a question of tactics. Any front
leads to Zion". Further, Patterson told
the men that the soldier who carries
ammunition and supplies to the
trenches requires no less courage than
the man who fires a rifle. These views
prevailed and hundreds, including
many Egyptian Jews, volunteered.
The sanctioned strength of the
Corps, which was officially designated
a Colonial Corps of the Egyptian Ex-

to see Maxwell he said he was unable,
under the Army Act, to enlist them as

fighting troops as they were foreign
nationals. He could only form them
into a transport Mule Corps. It was
further known that whilst aliens could
be enlisted, the Act forbade their numbers exceeding 2°/o of any Army Corps
to which they were attached.
The delegation left and later at an
all-night meeting the civilians, including Jabotinsky, rejected the proposal.
But Trumpeldor did not. With three
other members be called another meeting at Mafruza and the volunteers
agreed to go ahead.
Patterson was sympathetic towards the
Zionist cause. As a young man he had
devoured all he could of Jewish military
and religious history from the Bible.
On l9th March 1915, Patterson was
appointed commander of the new force
he was to recruit and left Cairo for
Alexandria, setting up headquarters at
14 Rue Sesostris. With the help of leading members of the Jewish community
-especially the Grand Rabbin Profes-

sor Raphael delta Pergola - and with
an emotional telegram of encouragement from Israel Zangwill the noted
author and British Zionist - he swore
in the volunteers at Gabbari on 23rd

March with the Grand Rabbin offlciating at the oath-taking ceremony. The
rabbi referred movingly to Patterson as
another Moses who would lead the
Children of Israel again out of Egypt
back to the Promised Land.
Some Jews continued to be against
the forming of a Mule Corps and re-
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peditionary Force, was only allowed to
reach 737 men, all of whose names
may be found in The British Jewry
Book of Honour. In addition they were
allocated twenty horses for officers and
NCOs and 750 pack mules. There were
five British and eight Jewish officers
and the Grand Rabbin was named as
Honorary Chaplain.
Patterson's most famous Jewish officer was Captain Joseph Trumpeldor,
born in the Caucasus in 1880. He had
already lost his left arm as an officer in
the Russian army at the siege of Port
Arthur in the Russo-Japanese war,
where he had received the Czar's Gold
Order of St George no less than four
times for gallantry and had later been a
prisoner of the Japanese. It is likely
that he was the only Jewish officer permitted in the Czar's army. A Socialist
lawyer and vegetarian, he was tall,

powerful, fearless and Nordic-looking
and had been a kibbutz farmer on the
shores of the Sea ofGalilee until forced
into exile in 1914. Patterson described

him as "the bravest man I ever knew."
Many of the other soldiers were students/professional people - teachers,
lawyers -and included Dr Meshulam
Levontin who became the commander
of the medical unit. The Corps consisted of four troops, each with two
officers. Each troop had four sections
with a sergeant and each section was
split into sub-sections with a corporal
in charge.
Patterson was given a site for a camp
at Wardian outside Alexandria. Here
they pitched their tents on 2nd April
1915. Patterson wrote: "Never since

the days of Judah Maccabee had such
sights and sounds been seen and heard
in a military camp -with the drilling of
uniformed soldiers in the Hebrew lan-

guage". Their badge consisted of the
A4czge# Dczv;.d, Shield of David - but
there is some doubt as to whether this
was ever issued -and they made a blue
and white Zionist flag to fly alongside

the Union Jack. Though a Mule Corps,
they were all equipped with rifles,
bayonets and ammunition, as they were
expected to be a fighting unit as well.
Intense training went on from dawn
till dusk for three weeks, when they
were under orders to sail for Gallipoli.
Their job was to supply the front line
troops
with
food,
water
and
ammunitions. The newly-appointed
commander-in-chief of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force to Gallipoli,
General Sir Ian Hamilton, carried out a
spot inspection and was delighted with
the workman-like appearance of the
Corps after such a short time of training. At Pesczcfe, Patterson, known to
his men as the "Colonel", fought unfriendly attitudes in high places to get
his men kosher food and "czfzczfe,
unleavened bread. After Pesczcfe, the
Corps paraded and marched three miles
to the Great Synagogue in Alexandria
where they were blessed in an emotional ceremony by the Grand Rabbin
and cheered by the local population.
The Corps then sailed on two ships,
HMT Hymettus and HMT AngloEgyptian
on
17th
April
from
Alexandria to Limnos, arriving on 20th
April. In the harbour they astonished
many of the English soldiers by chatting freely in Russian with the sailors
of the Russian cruiser "Askold".
However, at Limnos, Patterson was

informed, under protest, that the ZMC
was to be divided into two, the
Hymettus group, about 300, to accompany the 29th Division and the
remainder, the ANZAC Division. Patterson foresaw what would happen. He
was not with the ANZAC group and
the men - unused to soldiering and
mismanaged by strange officers - not
in Patterson's care, became demoralised and after three weeks were
returned to Egypt. The remaining men
were transferred to HMT Dundrennon,
after the Anglo-Egyptian had run
aground and sailed for Gallipoli.
The following morning, 25th April,
in the mist, the Zion Mule Corps
aboard Dundrennon approached Cape
Helles at the extreme southern tip of
the

Gallipoli

peninsular,

hearing

clearly the dull roar of the guns of both
allied naval ships and Turkish shore
batteries. They saw the smoke, flames
and debris as high explosives smashed
into the beaches and cliffs. They also
saw the circling aircraft and prowling
submarines. The landings had just begun and the battle was like a scene
from hell.
The ZMC landed at V beach just to

Continued on next page
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the west of Cape Helles, under the
deafening roar of artillery, machine

mules. Whilst some slept, parties of
men and mules took turns to bring up

guns and rifle. But they could not get
ashore till the following evening owing to the congestion on the beaches. It
took them three days to unload jn the
badly organised shuttle of lighters going to and from the shore. By this time
the Corps were badly needed to take
supplies to the front line trenches holding the bridgehead. So, once ashore,
they went straight to work under intense enemy fire. In the War Office
Order of Battle, they were a Line of
Communication Unit. Two hundred
mules were ordered to W beach first,
with Col. Patterson, to take water and
ammunition there, whilst the remainder finished unloading at V beach,
under heavy fire. From W beach the
Corps worked all night and through the
next day taking supplies to the front in

forage, water and ammunition from the
beaches to the front all through the day
and following night. The Corps were
the only transport available and were
constantly at work.
In one strange incident on V beach,
a ZMC soldier had been left guarding
the baggage when he became an object
of suspicion to some of the French soldiers who were there. He could speak
only Russian or Hebrew, which must
have sounded like Turkish to the
French and, as he had a captured Turkish rifle and bayonet - the ZMC had
been issued with these -he was taken
for a spy, court-martialled and condemned to be shot. He was about to be
executed against the wall of a nearby
ruin when the ZMC Sergeant in charge
realised what was happening. He spoke
French and stopped the execution.
That night, the Corps slept like logs,
so much so that one man awoke next
day to find he had been shot through
the leg and had not even woken up. On
the night of lst May, a Turkish shell
landed near the mules and forty of them

pouring rain, which made the primitive
paths into mud slides. Often, the men
and animals walked unknowingly
through the wire and trenches of noman's-land between the Turkish and
Allied lines, being shot at by both sides
in the confusion of darkness, rain and

galloped off into the darkness. But they
saved the British Army that night.
Turkish soldiers had been creeping in
three secret waves upon the British for
a night onslaught. The terrified mules
with clanking chains, some wounded,
careered into the Turks, who took them
for charging British cavalry. They
opened fire and gave away their positions. The British opened such intense
fire that the attack utterly failed. On
5th May, near Krithia, Private M
Groushkousky distinguished himself

greatly by preventing a number of
mules from stampeding during an attack, exposing himself fearlessly to
Turkish fire. Although shot through
both arms, he kept hold of his mules

Col. Patterson
constant shel]fire, up and down wadis
and hillsides, through thick bush and
across rock-strewn slopes. Finally, by
the following dawn, they were stood
down, utterly exhausted and, miraculously, with only a few wounded men
and mules.
In a gully near the front, they made
their first camp and mule lines. By a
stroke of luck, Sgt Farrier Schoub discovered a hidden well in the corner of
a demolished Turkish farm house, thus
solving the problem of water for the
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and delivered ammunition to the
trenches. He was decorated for gallantry personally in the field with the
DCM by General Stop ford and promoted to Corporal.
Another strange incident involved
an English soldier, Sgt. James Matin.
Badly wounded in the leg he was carried
to a field hospital where doctors found
his shin bone splintered. But a graft was
hastily made from the bone of a dead
ZMC mule and his leg was saved.
Although officially forbidden, the
Zion Mule Corps took part a few days
later in a pitched battle charge with the
lnniskillen Fusi]iers, against the Turkish trenches. Reaching their lines with
supplies, the ZMC saw the lnniskillens

had been reduced in numbers by so

many casualties. So they joined them
in the charge, led by Corporal
Hildesheim.
On I lth May, the ZMC moved to a
new bivouac two miles inland which
became their base for the next seven
months. Here, several were evacuated
like hundreds of others with battle
fatigue and disease. During intense
shelling on 20th May, the Turkish

guns, now well ranged in after trench
war had been established, seriously
wounded several more men and killed
a dozen horses and mules.
Through May, June and July the
ZMC doggedly continued its danger-
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ous and important work in the everdeteriorating situation at Gallipoli.

Patterson received dozens of letters
from senior officers testifying to the
fearless work of his men. Trumpeldor
himself was wounded in the shoulder
but refused to be evacuated - he was
later to be killed fighting Arab raiders
at Tel Chai in northern Palestine in
March 1920. Private Nissel Rosenberg,
under intense fire, brought his supply
mules through to the front line when

many other reinforcing troops were retreating. He was recommended for the
DCM for bravery in the field and promoted to Sergeant but received a
Mention in Despatches. Sgt. Mayer
Erchkovitz received the DCM for bravery in action as well as being
Mentioned in Despatches.
By the end of July, owing to casualties and illness, the ZMC was down to
less than half its original strength. By
the end of the campaign, over 100
mules had also been killed in action.
The intense heat and plagues of flies
was almost as effective as Turkish
shelling in creating casualties. So Pat-

terson was ordered to Alexandria to
recruit two fresh troops. By now, a
considerable stir had been created
throughout the Jewish world in par-
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ticular, by the raising of the Zion Mule
Corps and its courage in Gallipoli. On
25th July, Patterson, Trumpeldor and
Groushkowsky sailed for Egypt. At a
meeting in the Cairo main synagogue,
150 new recruits were raised as the
"Cairo Troops" of the ZMC. On re-

Are you under pressure ?

turning to Gal]ipoli, Patterson found
that Lt. Alex Gorodissky had died of
illness on llth August. He had been

promoted from the ranks and was a
grave loss to the Corps.
By the start of September, there was
a lull in the shelling as the Turks ap-

peared to run out of heavy ammunition.
Dancing and singing around the ZMC
camp fire became possible, with songs
in Hebrew and Russian but always ending with God Save the King and
Hatikvah.
By now, deep communication
trenches had been dug and the Corps
could actually ride their mules up to
the front. They were dubbed the "Allied Cavalry". Patterson also related
the story of how, whilst excavating a
dugout for the coming winter in October, the men found a slab of marble
with a huge Star of David carved on it.
They immediately erected it as a talisman and in fact the dugout was never
Continued on next page
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hit by a shell the whole time they spent
there, even though shells fell all around
them.
On 29th November, Patterson had to
be evacuated to Alexandria because of
illness
and thence to
London.
Trumpe]dor took over command. In
January 1916, the Gallipoli peninsula
was evacuated and the Jewish muleteers

paid formal tribute to their ten dead comrades. Sgt. H L Cordon led the prayers at
the graves. Then they slashed the throats
of their mules and left.
On the way, a group of Mule Corps
men were on a transport to England
which was torpedoed. The ship sank
but the men survived.
Taken to Egypt, the men of the ZMC
were told they were to be ordered to
Ireland to help quell the revolt there.

To a man, they refused, saying they
enlisted to fight the Turks, not Irish
patriots. So in May 1916 the Corps

was disbanded. Patterson himself lived
to see the Zionist dream come almost
true, not dying until 1947 in California.
Those of the Corps who died were
the first Jews to be buried later in the
tranquil British War Cemetery on Mt.
Scopus in Jerusalem, the Star of David
on their tombs testifying to their role
as the precursors of the Israeli Army.
General Hamilton wrote to Jabotinsky
on 17th November: "The men have
done extremely well, working their
mules calmly under heavy she]] and
rifle fire and thus showing a more difficult type of bravery than the men
who were constantly in the trenches
and had the excitement of combat to
keep them going." Patterson himself
had used his influence to get the Corps
its promised name and badge, as well
as flag, fighting army prejudice, probably prejudicing his own career. His.
name is much honoured today in Israel.
The Zion Mule Corps marched into
history, a unique unit in military annals.

This was however not the end. For
120 of the ZMC re-enlisted in the 20th
Battalion of the London Regiment as
platoon 16 and became the core of the
soon to be formed Jewish Battalions of
the Royal Fusiliers (38th-42nd) who
were to fight in Palestine itself as the
Jewish Legion or "Judeans". Patterson
went on to command the 38th Battalion himself. This time it also included

Lt. Ze'ev Jabotinsky.
MARTIN SUGARMAN wczs bor# j.# f7oc.froey
and educated at Upton House School and
Bristol University. A senior teacher in Bristol

and East London schools from 1969-1993, he
is now Examinations Registrar at Westminster
College, Battersea.
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FERTILITY

ONWARD
EWISH SOLDIERS
by Asher Tropp published in the
FOLLOWING
THE ARTICLE
last issue of A4rfIVIV4
I thought
your readers would be interested in
seeing Professor Tropp's findings
backed
up,
if it
is
possible
chronologically, by those of Mark
Twain.
... `1 was ignorant -like the rest of

the Christian world - of the fact that
the Jew had a record as a soldier. I
have since seen the official statistics
and I find that he furnished soldiers
and high officers to the Revolution, the
War of 1812 and the Mexican War.
In the Civil War he was represented
in the armies and navies of both the
North and the South by 10 per cent of
his numerical strength. It means that
the Jew's patriotism was not merely
level
with
the
Christjan's
but
overpassed it. When the Christian volunteer arrived in camp he got a
welcome and applause but as a rule the
Jew got a snub. ms company was not
desired and he was made to feel it.
That he nevertheless conquered his
wounded pride and sacrificed both that
and his blood for his flag raises the
average and quality of his patriotism
above the Christian's.
His record for capacity, for fidelity
and for gallant soldier-ship in the field
is as good as any one's.
This is true of the Jewish private
soldiers and the Jewish generals alike.
"Intrinsically there are no more patri-

otic men to be found in the country
than those who claim to be of Hebrew
descent and who served with me in

parallel commands or more directly
under my instructions"'.

Dot Swarc
Loveday Road, London W] 3

In the last issue of A4AAV4, the

process of editing inadvertently led
to an error in the article on pluralism
by Felix Posen. The final paragraph
in the first column on page 19
should be read to mean that Rabbi
Sacks believes that ultimate truths
czre compatible. In contrast, Isaiah
Berlin holds that ultimate truths are
#of compatible but are, in fact,
incommensurab]e. We apo]ogise

for this error.

A;:1:ero:#?:N;E::TbH:?do!n,:1:
had been given help and advice from a
sub-fertility clinic some 24 years ago,
many thanks to A4HIVIVH for the article
in the July issue (No 43) by Dr Helen
Watt and Rabbi Julia Neuberger
entitled "Test Tube Babies". Though

viewed from different angles, their
sensitivity regarding the distress of
childless couples and the vexed
question of in vitro fertilisation, IVF,
is invaluable. It will help to pose the
vital question of why human infertility
has increased so dramatically in the
industrial world over the past few
decades.
The results of scientific enquiries
into this problem show strong links
with industrial environmental pollution
and. human fertility. These studies
show that there has been a 40-50% fall
in sperm count over the past 30 years
as well as a reduction in sperm quality;
a 300/o rise in breast cancer deaths since
World War 11 and an increase in male
abhormalitjes. Moreover, when we
look at the abnormalities in other species affected by industrially produced
chemical pollution, the evidence is
overwhelming.
We have to ask ourselves some very
searching questions. Firstly, is our society prepared to risk destroying its
own ability to reproduce by natural
means in order to prove paradoxically
that mankind is #of created as part of
nature and therefore what happens to
other species as a result of man's industrial pollution is of no consequence
in any sense whatsoever in determining what is happening to us? How long
before women's bodies are believed to
be technologically inappropriate for
the production of babies? And, finally,
when might we come to discover in the
tragic disillusionment of all those who
believe that industrialised man's technology and economic growth is his
civilisation, that the o#/}; way left open
to him for `propagating' children is by
IVF in a `beautiful' new `technical fix',
the foetal incubator? God said to
Adam, " ... do not desolate and corrupt

My world, for if you corrupt it, there is
no one to set it right after you."

Ecclesiastes Rabbah.
Joy Pagaino, Wilmslow, Cheshire
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ANICKY NEWS ABOUT THE
imminent death of us all, at least

as Jews, is culTently all over the
TV, radio and newspapers. And
domination of the media does not
necessarily mean that it is not true.
The alarm is being raised by Norman
Cantor, an American who sits atop
three academic peaks - he is professor
of history, sociology and comparative
literature, all at once, in New York.
From those lofty perches he looks down
at the runaway rate of intermarriage it is now the mom and marriage of Jew
to Jewess has become the exception.
And he concludes that we have no hope
of survival.
Professing so many disciplines all at
once, and adding that of star gazer as a
topper-up, is it possible that this scholar
has got things a little out of focus? After
all, would he be the first brilliant man or
woman to lack plain sense?
I cannot fault his diagnosis. Our ethnic anorexia is dire. But is it terminal?
Is there still time for it to go into
remission, or even to climb back to
recovery?
Cantor spies a number of messiahs
lurking among his fellow professors,
and among artists and journalists. That
is immensely flattering to them all. But
is he not afflicted with the impaired
vision of those who have their toes in
ivory towers and their heads in the
clouds?

He also fails to see that Jewish culture, such as it is, has always been an
essentially religious culture. And Jewish identity has been nourished from
two springs -persecution and religion.
In an era when, for the first time,
Jews happily live without persecution
in most of the world, salvation can
come only from a religious revival.
An ultra-Orthodox rump there will
always be. But at most it will number a
few hundred thousand world wide.
What will happen to the rest of us 12
million? Such schemes and programmes as are now under discussion,
however imaginative and well funded,
will rescue at most some more thousands.

So, on present trends, Cantor the
prophet and professor is wrong. But the
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star gazer has much more than a lottery
chance of being proved right.

for many a decade.
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Anglo-Jewry

will

THE celebrate
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To drive or not to drive on Sfeabbczf.

For some who think of themselves as
Orthodox it is a problem of conscience.
For all it is a problem of practice.
For where do they park? The number
of synagogues in the country, of any
denomination, which have adequate car
parks I can count on the fingers of one
hand.
For the thousands who go to the other
shuls, the parking problem is growing
worse by the week. They are getting
increasingly unpopu]ar with local shoppers, cyclists and residents.
Providing adequate on- or off-street

parking is in any case a sin against the
present secular and environmental morality.
A way out lies in only one direction.
From the most /r#/%w to the most liberal, all of us will soon be back to
walking to shul.

•*.

is only a half festival.
It is Christmas. The vast majority of
Anglo-Jewry observes it in the way that
every Jewish festival is meant to be
kept, by abstaining from work and indulging in special food.
We delude ourselves if we pretend
that the bulk of Jews in this country
have not for years celebrated Christmas with all the culinary stuffing and
religious trimmings. At no season are
visits by rabbis less welcome and more
discreetly discouraged. It is thought,
quite rightly, that mince pies and mistletoe sit uneasily with 4ZZpo! and has'fe"f.

But I fail to understand the fashion
now blowing in from New York by
which Happy Christmas signs in shops
and on cards are being elbowed out by
Happy Holidays.
For whose benefit is the Christmas
and post-Christmas majority community
in this country being denied its traditions? Surely not for ours. Even for
Anglo-Jewry that revels in make-believe,
is this not one pretence too far?
iT:Tt.

A:¥:It;r;llSf:eE:o:i::eE::?¥
occasionally accused of being too hard
on the doings and failings of our
Orthodox brethren.
Most readers will, like me, take this
as one more proof of the utter unfairness of this tear-stained world.
Butjust in case the critics have even
a pin-point on their side and with the
spirit of penitence still heavily upon
me, I offer today a standing ovation to
one Orthodox community.
The Southend and Westcliffe Hebrew congregation, built up so lovingly
by the late Rabbi Shebson, has recently
said goodbye to an outstanding young
and modern Orthodox rabbi upon his
promotion to a major London pulpit.
And immediately they went on to say
NO to the messianic Lubavitcher who
will not shake hands with women and
who was offered as an instant replacement.
With that they could turn the present
sorry tide of Anglo-Jewish history. If
every other congregation in search of a
rabbi now follows their fighting lead,
this year of 5756 will offer more hope
for British Jews than they have known

lady's farewell to her husband of

IAM
many
SORELY
years PUZZLED
as recorded
BYinORE
my
favourite weekly. She ended with these
upbeat words: "Until we meet again,
may he rest in peace."
Was this threat or prayer? Never has
a little comma in the middle of a sentence sown a richer harvest of doubt.
I continue to be worried also by the
easy assumption that one day we shall
all be reunited in O/ar" fJcrbba%, the
World To Come as our tradition labels
it, with those whom we have loved in
this world. It is a faith by which many
live, especially at times of a family
death. And I have neither wish nor reason to take that comfort away from them.
But I have this nagging question. If
we are to meet again those whom we
have loved on earth, are we condemned
also to float into those whom we have
not loved? That would rather spoil my

idea of heaven.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF j.s mz.#j.Sfer o/ /foe
Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He
was a Fleet Street journalist bofore he went to
train at Leo Baeck College.
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The Manor House
Society

T_hLe .V_€_:_2_r TO\¥Se Society i3 €n empitious_cultyral_yerlture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
o_f..!\?_y_i5_h c_!ltural an.! .iptellpct.ual. events of a_ nigh level within easy redach of a lar-ge

?ud.ience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drfama, seminars alnd
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism,thelargestJewishcentreinEurope.Thesefacilitiesincludeabookshop,library,cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to MAMA. Membership can be
on either an individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1995 are:
Single membership

£20.50

Family membership

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single

£16.75

Senior citizen-family

£23.75

Existing subscribers to MArvM may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.
Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY FORTHCOMING EVENTS

30th October-30th November 1995
Art .in_Glass -stained glass, glass assemblages and vessels

Works by John Clark, Sam Herman, Buth Jacobson, Buth Kersley Greismam and Peter Layton

Tuesday 7th November 1995 -8.00 pin
"Kindred Spirits"
authors Pabbi Lionel Blue and Babbi Dr. Jonathan Magonet
with Karen Armstrong
(at the Finchley Peform Synagogue)

Sunday 12th November-8.00 pin
Gregori Schechter's Klezmer Festival Band
a concert featuring toe-tapping Jewish folk music from Eastern Europe
presented together with the B'nai B'rith Jewish Music Festival 1995

13th December 1995 -21st January 1996
Jacob Kramer: a northern artist
original drawings and lithographs

21st January 1996 -8.00 pin
"The Dybbuk of Delight: an anthology of Jewish Women's Poetry"
edited by Sonja Lyndon and Sylvia Paskin,
with readings by Janet Berensen-Perkins, Ruth Fainlight, Elaine Feinstein, Lotte Kramer,
Pabbi Elizabeth Sarah and Michelene Wandor
LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15 pin

Autumn 1995 Series: 26th October, 9th and 23rd November, 7th and 14th December

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from loth October -12th December 1995
Tuesdays 10.00 am -12.30 pin and 1.30 pin -4.00 pin
S.T.A.R.S

Manor House Society Newly Created Drama Centre
Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops,
play writing and theatre outings
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